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Abstract
Control of Light-Matter Interaction via Dispersion Engineering
by
Harish N. Swaha Krishnamoorthy
Adviser: Professor Vinod M. Menon
This thesis describes the design, fabrication and characterization of certain nanostructures to
engineer light-matter interaction. These materials have peculiar dispersion properties owing
to their structural design, which is exploited to control spontaneous emission properties of
emitters such as quantum dots and dye molecules. We will discuss two classes of materials
based on the size of their unit cell compared to the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation they interact with. The first class are hyperbolic metamaterials (HMM) composed
of alternate layers of a metal and a dielectric of thicknesses much smaller than the wavelength. Using a HMM composed of silver and titanium dioxide, we demonstrate the optical
equivalent of the well-known Lifshitz transition in electronic systems. Then we describe the
development of a tunable HMM whose optical properties can be tuned. The tunability is
achieved by exploiting the insulator to metal phase transition in vanadium dioxide. We then
discuss the second class of materials - photonic crystals, in which the size scale of the unit
cell is of the order of the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation they interact with. Due
to strong scattering in such systems, bandgaps open up in certain directions, which we use
to modify the spontaneous emission of a fluorescent dye.
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Bandstructure of a rectangular lattice composed of cynlindrical rods in air,
for TE polarized light. This structure exhibits a complete photonic bandgap
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HR-SEM image of 50 degree tilt cross-sectional 300 nm red fluorescent
polystyrene colloidal assembly. Scale bar 1 µm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(a) Bandstructure of the photonic crystal simulated using a PWE method.
The black dots correspond to the maxima of reflectivity for di↵erent angles and
(b) Reflectivity for di↵erent angles of incidence (the plots have been shifted
along the vertical axis for clarity) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(a) Steady state PL emission (black curve) from the colloidal solution of particles overlapped with reflectivity spectrum (red curve) from the photonic crystal for 35o angle. (b) Comparison of reflectivity (solid and dotted lines) and
normalized PL (line+points) for two di↵erent collection angles. The minima
in the respective PLs overlap with the corresponding maxima in reflectivity.
Time resolved PL from the fluorescent photonic crystal, powdered fluorescent
particles and solution of fluorescent particles. The lifetime is the longest in
the photonic crystal sample due to the suppression of spontaneous emission
in the photonic bandgap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Optical devices have become an essential part of our lives - from something as simple
as an LED flashlight to optical fiber communications and solar cell technology. We are also
looking at an era where electronic computers may get replaced by photonic-electronic hybrid
computational systems. There are various factors that limit the efficiency and development
of these technologies. For example, in the case of LEDs, the process of Auger recombination
[1] degrades their internal quantum efficiency. In the case of optical computing, one of
the challenges is to develop a compact, nanoscale, highly-efficient single photon source [2].
Such challenges of importance to both fundamental and technological applications can be
overcome by developing optical materials which alter the light-matter interaction by changing
the photonic environment [2–6]. Spontaneous emission from an atom or a solid state emitter
depends strongly on the surrounding environment, through the photon density of states and
the local strength of the electromagnetic modes [7, 8]. The main theme of this thesis is to
engineer the local photon density of states using novel photonic structures, and thereby, alter
light-matter interaction.
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The relation between the frequency and the propagation vector of light in a medium is
called the dispersion relation and the plot of the wave-vector surface at a specific ferquency
is called the optical isofrequency surface [9, 10]. Most naturally occuring materials are
isotropic and therefore, the optical isofrequency surface takes the form of a sphere. Though
there are few naturally anisotropic materials like calcite, the anisotropy exhibited by them
is very weak. However, by using nanocomposites such as metamaterials and periodic media
such as photonic crystals, the topology of the optical isofrequency surface can be altered
significantly. An immediate consequence of this is a change in the allowed number of photon
states in the medium, which in turn opens up an avenue to control light-matter interaction.
Metamaterials are nanocomposites composed typically of metal and dielectric materials
of thicknesses much smaller than the wavelength of light they interact with. The advances
in nanofabrication techniques have made it possible to fabricate metamaterials that exhibit
properties such as negative index of refraction [11, 12] superlensing [13], optical cloaking
[14, 15] and so on. These materials rely on negative values of the absolute permittivity and
permeability to show these e↵ects within a narrow spectral range. Hyperbolic metamaterials
(HMMs) [16] are a di↵erent class of metamaterials that do not posses a negative value of
the permeability and therefore are much easier to fabricate. In such materials, the dielectric
constants in mutually orthogonal directions take opposite signs and therefore have an opencontoured, hyperbolic optical iso-frequency curve. A plethora of applications have been
developed using hyperbolic metamaterials such as hyperlens [17–21], negative refraction [22–
24], modification of light-matter interaction [25–31], sub-wavelength microcavities [32, 33]
and so on. Unlike their negative index counterpart, the special properties of HMMs are
exhibited over a broad spectral range.
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Photonic crystals (PCs) are structures in which the dielectric constant undergoes a periodic modulation and size of the unit cell is of the order of the wavelength of electromagnetic
radiation they interact with [34]. Because of the periodic modulation in the dielectric constant, light incident on a PC can undergo strong scattering, giving rise to photonic bandgaps
a range of photon energies for which the wave equation has no real solutions. In PCs also,
the shape of the optical isofrequency curve can get altered considerably [35]. One of the
most widely used applications of PCs is to exploit the presence of the bandgap to inhibit
spontaneous emission [3, 36–38]. Breaking of the translation symmetry of PC can lead to localization of light which has been used for waveguiding and lasing applications [38–40]. PCs
can also be designed to have a flat dispersion and slow down the velocity of light considerably
[41, 42].
In this thesis, we study the modification of light-matter interaction by using dispersionengineered structures such as hyperbolic metamaterials and photonic crystals. Chapter 2
of the thesis discusses the various experimental techniques used in fabrication and characterization of the samples. Chapter 3 describes the basic principles underlying hyperbolic
metamaterials, starting with Drude and Lorentz-Drude description of metals and moves on
to discuss the origin of surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes and coupled SPP states.
This is followed by a description of e↵ective medium theory and optical isofrequency curve
as well as the transfer matrix method used to model multilayered structures. The thesis
is split into two parts at this point. Part I talks about control of light matter interaction
using metamaterials and includes Chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 4 is about Optical Topological
Transition (OTT), the optical analogue of the Lifshitz transition. We discuss the theoretical
and experimental aspects. Chapter 5 talks about the development and characterization of
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a tunable hyperbolic metamaterial based on the phase transition in vanadium dioxide. We
then move onto Part II, which deals with engineering light-matter inetraction using photonic
crystals, and includes Chapters 6 and 7. Chapter 6 gives an introduction to the idea of photonic crystals and explains the origin of the bandgap in periodic media. In Chapter 7, we
discuss the modification of spontaneous emission of a dye embedded in a three dimensional
photonic crystal. Chapter 8 summarizes the thesis and presents an outlook for future work.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques

2.1
2.1.1

Fabrication Techniques
Thermal Evaporation

Thermal evaporation, also known as physical vapor deposition, is a technique primarily
used for depositing high quality thin films of metals as well as certain dielectric materials. It
involves evaporating a small amount of the desired material under high vacuum conditions
following which the vapors condense and deposit onto the substrate placed in the chamber.
The model used is a Cressington 308R Desktop Coating System shown schematically in
Fig. 2.1. It houses two evaporation sources S1 and S2 , which are baskets or coils made of
tungsten. The sources are connected to a power supply, which when turned on, passes a
current through them. The material to be evaporated is placed inside the sources. In the
figure, source S1 is loaded with a silver pellet while source S2 is loaded with titanium wire.
As the source gets heated, the material inside it will be vaporized, resulting in a thin film
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the Cressington 308R desktop coating system. It consists of two
evaporation sources S1 and S2 in the form of tungsten baskets or coils. The material to be
evaporated is placed inside the sources. As a current is passed through the sources, they
heat up, evaporating the material placed inside. A thin film of this material is deposited on
the substrate placed below the source. A quartz crystal based thickness monitor measures
the thickness of the deposited thin film in real time.
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of the material being deposited on the substrate placed below the source. The thickness of
the deposited thin film is measured in real time using a quartz crystal based piezoelectric
thicknesses monitor.
The quality of the films deposited depends on the vacuum inside the chamber. For
depositing high quality thin films of metals such as silver (Ag) and gold (Au), the chamber
must be kept under high-vacuum conditions (pressure ⇡ 5 ⇥ 10
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mbar). Although, a

thermal evaporator is commonly used for depositing thin films of metals, certain dielectric
materials can also be deposited. Metal-oxide dielectric films are deposited under low vacuum
conditions, at pressures ⇡ 2⇥10

3

mbar. For example, to deposit titanium dioxide, titanium

(Ti) is evaporated in the presence of oxygen (O2 ). This is done by passing a gas mixture of
argon and O2 (at ratio 3:1) through the chamber while Ti is being evaporated. The optical
quality of the film is critically dependent on the flow rate of the Ar/O2 gas mixture as well
as the rate of evaporation of the metal. It was observed that for depositing best quality TiO2
films, the pressure of the gas mixture must be kept at 15psi and the evaporation rate of Ti
imust be ⇡ 0.3Å/s.

2.1.2

Spin Coating

Spin coating is a commonly used process for depositing thin films of materials in solution
such as polymers, organic dyes, colloidal quantum dots etc. In this process, a few drops of
the solution is placed onto the substrate which is mounted on a vacuum chuck. The vacuum
chuck along with the substrate is rotated at a specific speed. As the substrate rotates, the
solution gets distributed to form a uniform layer of the material on the substrate. Once
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the spinning process is completed, the sample is placed on a hot plate to remove the excess
solvent, leaving behind a thin film of the desired material on the substrate. The thickness of
the resultant film can be controlled by adjusting the spin speed. Spin coated layers described
in this thesis were deposited using a Laurell 400 series spin-coater.

2.2

Characterization Techniques

A wide variety of materials exhibiting fascinating optical properties can be fabricated
using the above techniques. Depending on the type of measurement required, a variety
of optical characterization techniques are used. Ellipsometry and reflection measurements
are used to measure aspects like thickness, optical constants etc. If the sample contains
a photoluminescent material such as an organic dye or a quantum dot, its properties are
studied using steady state and time resolved photoluminescence measurements.

2.2.1

Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry is a highly sensitive optical technique used to measure various aspects of
thin film samples such as optical constants, thickness, doping concentration, surface and
interfacial roughness, optical anisotropy and so on. Ellipsometry measures the change in
polarization state of light reflected from (or transmitted through) the surface of a sample.
The measured values are expressed as psi ( ) and delta ( ). These values are related to the
ratio of Fresnel reflection coefficients R̃p and R̃s , for p- and s- polarized light, respectively.
⇢=

R̃p
= tan( )ei
R̃s

(2.1)
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By doing such measurements as a function of wavelength and at di↵erent angles, one can
get a lot of information about the sample. Because ellipsometry measurement is a ratio, it is
insensitive to any changes in light intensity. In addition, it also contains phase information,
which makes it highly sensitive to surface condition.
Xe
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the J.A. Woolam M2000 ellipsometer. Light from a Xenon lamp is
linearly polarized by a polarizer and is incident on the sample. The polarization state of the
reflected light is measured by the analyzer placed in front of a charge-coupled device (CCD)
array detector.

Ellipsometry measurements described in this thesis were carried out using the J.A.
Woolam Co. M2000 ellipsometer, shown schematically in Fig. 2.2. It consists of a Xenon
lamp light source that can span wavelengths from 190-1700 nm and a charge-coupled device
(CCD) array detector. A polarizer placed in front of the light source converts the unpolarized light emitted from the Xenon lamp to a linearly polarized one, while an analyzer placed
prior to the detector detects the polarization of the beam reflected o↵ the sample. This process is repeated for multiple angles of incidence from 45o to 75o to obtain the ellipsometric
parameters

and

.
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Modeling Ellipsometry Data
Once the ellipsometry data is collected, the next step is to build an appropriate model to
fit it. The data fitting was carried out using the WVASE32 Software [43]. Since the optical
path length of light in a material depends on both the thickness as well as the optical constant
of the material, it is important to have a rough estimate of either of these to build a good
model. If the film thickness is known, as is the case with the samples studied in this thesis,
one option is to fit for the optical constants directly. A disadvantage with this approach is
that the fitting program does not necessarily preserve the Kramers-Kronig relation between
the real and imaginary parts of the optical constant. A second more reilable approach
is to use the General Oscillator layer in the program. This program has multiple models
appropriate for di↵erent types of materials. For example, for a metal layer, a Drude-Lorentz
model (described in chapter 3) is used while dielectric materials are commonly modelled
using a Cauchy or Lorentz model. In the program, the Drude-Lorentz model is represented
by the equation:
✏(!) = ✏1 +

1
X

!2
n=0 n

An !n
Ad Brd
+ 2
2
!
iBrn ! ! + iBrd !

(2.2)

The first term is purely real and is the contribution from high-frequency electronic transitions.
The second term is the sum of multiple Lorentz oscillators with amplitude An and broadening
Brn centered at energy !n . The third term is the Drude term that accounts for contribution
from free electrons when VO2 becomes metallic. Here, the parameter Ad is related to the
plasma frequency. For metals like gold and silver, the dielectric function is best represented
by a sum of two to three Lorentz oscillators and the Drude term. In order to get a unique fit,
it is best to perform the fitting with as few fit parameters as possible, typically the amplitude
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and/or broadening of one or two of the terms.
The simplest model to fit the optical constants of a dielectric layer is a Cauchy model,
given by,
n( ) = An + Bn /n + Cn

2

/n2

(2.3)

where n is the refractive index, An , Bn and Cn are the Cauchy co-efficients. Normally, An and
Bn are the fit parameters. Cauchy model describes normal dispersion in materials without
absorption.
Another model frequently used in fitting ellipsometry data from a dielectric material is
the Sellmeir model, which is a Lorentz oscillator term with zero broadening (no absorption),
✏n ( ) =
where, An is the amplitude of the term and

An
2

2
2
n

n

(2.4)

the resonant wavelength of the Lorentz

oscillator. An is the commonly used fit parameter. With these models, one can model the
ellipsometric data of common metal and dielectric materials.

Modeling Ellipsometry data from Layered Structures
When characterizing multilayered structures such as the ones described in Chapters 4
and 5, the best approach is to first characterize the single layers and determine their optical
constants accurately using one of the models described above. For example, if we want
to characterize a 4-period structure composed of alternate layers of silver and titanium
dioxide thin films, we start by measuring the ellipsometric data from the individual silver
and titanium dioxide layers and then fitting the data to one of the above models to retrieve
their optical constants. The next step is to perform ellipsometry measurements on a 1-period
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structure and then model the data using the optical constants obtained for the individual
layers, and fit it by adjusting the parameters comprising the dielectric function of one of the
layers. Now, we collect the data from the 2-period structure and to model this add one layer
each of silver and titanium dioxide to the exisitng model for the 1-period structure. While
fitting the data using this model, the only fitting parameters should be on the newly added
layers. Repeat this process to get a good model for the 3-period structure and finally, the
4-period structure. The advantage of using such an approach is that, if for some reason,
the optical properties of the layers change as we build up the structure, we can easily track
it and get a good model, despite the variation. When using this approach, it is important
to make sure that there are not many fit parameters, as this can lead to high correlation
between the parameters and consequently, a non-unique fit.

2.2.2

Reflectivity spectrum measurement

The reflectivity spectrum from a sample can be used to understand its optical properties.
Similar to ellipsometry, reflectivity can be used to retrieve either the optical constants or the
thickness of the structure. However, because reflectivity measurements do not include phase
information, they are not as accurate. Also, they are sensitive to misalignment of optical
components as the absolute intensity is measured.
In addition to measuring properties of thin film samples, reflectivity measurements as a
function of angle can be used to map the dispersion relation (frequency vs wave-vector) of
materials such as photonic crystals.
Fig. 2.3(a) shows a schematic of the angle-dependent reflectivity set-up. It consists of
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Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic of the set-up for measuring angle dependent reflectivity spectra.
The illumination arm is fixed. Angle tuning is done by rotating the table on which the sample
is mounted in sync with the collection arm. (b) Set-up to measure reflectivity spectrum at
normal incidence.
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a Tungsten halogen light source with emission in the range 360-2400 nm. Light from the
source is collimated by a system of lenses and incident on the sample, which is mounted
on a rotating table. The light reflected from the sample is collimated and focussed into an
optical fiber which is connected to a CCD based spectrometer. With this set-up, reflection
spectrum can be obtained for angles between 20o and 80o . To measure reflectivity at normal
incidence, a di↵erent set-up composed of a Y-junction fiber coupler is used [Fig. 2.3(b)].

2.2.3

Steady state photoluminescence

The main focus of this thesis is to engineer the light-matter interaction using novel photonic structures. We study the e↵ect of nanostructures such as metamaterials and photonic
crystals on the emission characteristics of quantum emitters such as dyes and colloidal quantum dots. This is done by carrying out photoluminescence measurements on the emitter
embedded into the photonic structure. In steady state PL measurements, the intensity of
PL emission is measured as a function of wavelength.
These measurements were carried out using a Horiba Fluoromax 3 spectrometer. It
consists of a Mercury white light source and a monochromator that is used to select the
excitation wavelength. The PL emission is detected by means of a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). A second monochromator placed in front of the PMT enables the selection of the
range of collection wavelengths.
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Figure 2.4: Experimental set-up for steady state PL measurement. Monochromators
(MONO) placed in front of the source and detector (PMT) enable the selection of the
excitation and emission wavelengths.
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2.2.4

Time resolved photoluminescence

While steady state PL measurements are useful, they are not fully reliable as they are
susceptible to factors such as scattering and collection efficiency. In time resolved PL measurements, the lifetime of the emitter is measured. This lifetime is dependent solely on the
photonic environment around the emitter and is independent of external factors such as collection efficiency. When an emitter such as a dye or a quantum dot is excited, it stays in the
excited state for a specific amount of time known as the lifetime, before decaying back to
the ground state. While there are many techniques available to measure the lifetime, time
correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) is commonly used as it is highly sensitive and
accurate.

Principle of TCSPC
When an emitter is excited, it decays to the ground state in time ⌧ , emitting a photon
in the process. As lifetimes are typically in the range of tens of nanoseconds, measuring ⌧
from a single excitation-emission cycle will not give accurate results. In TCSPC, the emitter
is excited periodically using a laser and the data collection is done over multiple excitationemission cycles and one can reconstruct the single cycle decay profile from single photon
events collected over many cycles. With TCSPC, it is important to make sure that only one
photon is emitted per excitation cycle.
The principle of TCSPC [44] is illustrated in Fig. 2.5(a). Fluorescence is excited by laser
pulses. Time di↵erence between excitation and emission events is measured by electronics
that act like a stopwatch. If the single photon condition is met, there will be no photons at
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Figure 2.5: (a) Principle of operation of TCSPC - a pulsed laser source excites a sample.
If a photon is emitted, the time between the excitation and emission events are measured.
This process is repeated over multiple excitation-emission cycles to construct a histogram as
shown in (b). The histogram typically shows an exponential decrease in counts as a function
of time.
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all in many excitation cycles. In the figure, this is shown after the second pulse. A histogram
is collected in a block of memory, where one memory cell holds the photon counts for each
corresponding time bin/channel. The typical result is a histogram with an exponential
decrease in counts as a function of time [Fig. 2.5(b)].
It is extremely important to satisfy the single photon probability condition. If there are
multiple photons emitted in each excitation cycle, although this would increase the number
of counts for each time bin, it does not increase the statistical accuracy of the process.
Besides, if multiple photons are emitted per cycle, the detector and the counting electronics
may not be able to respond fast enough.
The time resolution of a TCSPC measurement depends on the temporal width of the laser
pulse. Any lifetime much larger than the pulse width can be very accurately determined. If
the lifetime is smaller than the pulse-width, then the emitter will get excited before the very
excitation-emission cycle is complete. Lifetime that is larger but close to the pulse-width can
also be measured, but it will be convoluted with the instrument response function (IRF).
IRF is a factor that summarizes the overall timing precision of the TCSPC system. In such
a case, the time-resolved PL signal from the sample will have to be deconvoluted from the
IRF. The measured decay is written as
F (t) =

Z

t

P (t0 )i(t

t0 )dt0

0

where P (t) is the IRF and the i(t) is the actual decay profile of the emitter.

(2.5)
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Figure 2.6: Block diagram of the experimental set-up for TCSPC measurement. The sample
is excited by a pulsed laser source. At the instant the first laser pulse is emitted, the
constant fraction discriminator (CFD) signals the time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) to
start a voltage ramp, which is stopped when the first photon emitted from the sample is
detected. This forms the first excitation-emission cycle. This process is repeated to build up
a histogram of counts vs channels (time).
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TCSPC set-up
TCSPC measurements were carried out using a Jobin-Yvon TCSPC system coupled to
a Horiba Fluoromax 3 spectrometer. Fig. 2.6 shows the schematic of the TCSPC set-up. It
consists of a pulsed laser source emitting at 467 nm, with a pulse width of ⇡ 0.2 ns. The
sample is mounted inside the sample chamber and excited by the laser. The emission from
the sample is detected by a PMT. A monochromator placed in front of the PMT allows the
selection of the emssion wavelength. A filter is placed in front of the monochromator to
block any scattered laser radiation. The transit time of the detector is ⇡ 0.8ps. Therefore,
the smallest lifetime that can be accurately measured with this system is ⇡ 0.9ns. The
signal from the detector is processed by the counting electronics. The process of generating
the histogram in Fig. 2.5(b) starts with the first pulse emitted by the laser. At this point,
the constant-fraction discriminator (CFD) initiates a voltage ramp on the time-to-amplitude
converter (TAC). At the instant when the photon is detected by the PMT, the CFD signals
the TAC to stop the voltage ramp. The resulting information is then sent to a multichannel
analyzer (MCA) which is then displayed on a histogram. This process is repeated until one
channel reaches a preset number of counts, usually 10,000. The stop count is kept this large
to increase the accuracy, due to the statistical nature of the technique.
Once the time-resolved PL data is acquired, the lifetime is extracted by fitting the data
to a single-exponential or multi-exponential function
i(t) = A + B1 e

t/⌧1

+ B2 e

t/⌧2

(2.6)

where ⌧1 and ⌧2 are the lifetimes for a double-exponential function. Time-resolved PL data
from quantum dots are typically fit to a double-exponential function as represented by the
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above equation. For organic dyes, the lifetime data fits to a single-exponential function.
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Chapter 3

Theory
The response of metals to an incoming electromagnetic wave is determined by the collective oscillations of free electrons. The Drude and Lorentz-Drude models were developed to
predict how metals interact with electromagnetic radiation at optical frequencies. According to the Drude model, electrons oscillations out of phase with the driving electromagnetic
field. This in turn leads to a negative dielectric constant for metals at optical frequencies.
Furthermore, at optical frequencies the free electrons in a metal can support surface and volume charge density oscillations, called plasmons, with distinct resonance frequencies. The
Lorentz-Drude model was developed to account for certain optical properties that can be
explained only when bound electrons are also considered. Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
are electron charge oscillations supported at the interface of a metal and a dielectric material.
SPPs are crucial to many optical applications of metallic nanostructures. In the first few
sections of this chapter, we discuss in detail, the Drude and Lorentz-Drude models as well
as surface plasmon polaritons in metal-dielectric systems. Then we discuss e↵ective medium
theory, which is extremely useful in describing the optical properties of layered structures,
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where the layer thicknesses are much smaller than the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation. Finally, we look at dielectric tensors and optical iso-freqeuncy surfaces in anisotropic
media.

3.1

Drude Model

In the Drude model, a metal is considered to be composed of a gas of free electrons
that moves against a fixed background of positive ion cores [45]. The collective electron gas
undergoes oscillations in response to an incident electromagnetic wave, and their motion is
damped with a damping constant

= 1/⌧ . The equation of motion for an electron of the

plasma gas subjected to an external electric field E can be written as:
mẍ + m ẋ =

eE

(3.1)

Assuming a time dependent electric field given by E(t) = E0 exp( i!t), the solution to
equation (3.1) may be written as x(t) = x0 exp( i!t), where x0 takes into account any
phase shift between the driving field and the displacement of the electron through
x(t) =
The macroscopic polarization P =

m(! 2

e
E(t)
+ i !)

(3.2)

nex can now be written as
P=

ne2
E
m(! 2 + i !)

(3.3)

The dielectric displacement then becomes:
✓

D = ✏0 E + P = ✏0 1

!02
!2 + i !

◆

E

(3.4)
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where !p2 =

ne2
m

is the plasma frequency of the free electron gas. Since D = ✏0 ✏E, the

dielectric function of the free electron gas can be written as:
✏(!) = 1

!p2
!2 + i !

(3.5)

The real and imaginary parts of ✏(!) = ✏0 (!) + i✏00 (!) are:
!p2 ⌧ 2
1 + !2⌧ 2

(3.6)

!p2 ⌧
✏ (!) =
!(1 + ! 2 ⌧ 2 )

(3.7)

✏0 (!) = 1
00

where ⌧ = 1/ . For ! < !p , ✏0 (!) < 0, and metals retain their metallic character. For
frequencies greater than !p , the product !⌧ >> 1, the damping is negligible and the dielectric
constant becomes purely real: ✏(!) = 1

3.2

!p2
.
!2

Lorentz Model

Though the Drude model is sufficient to explain the optical properties of metals in the
infra-red region, it fails to explain certain features seen in the visible region. For example,
the measured imaginary part of the dielectric function of gold is much larger than that
predicted by the Drude model for wavelengths smaller than 550nm [46]. This is because of
the contribution of bound electrons that exist in the lower energy levels of the metal atoms.
Photons with larger energies can excite these electrons into the conduction band. This
makes it important to account for the contribution from such transitions while considering
the optical properties of metals in the visible region. In a classical picture such transitions
may be described by exciting the oscillation of bound electrons. The equation of motion for
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a bound electron may be written as:
me ẍ + me ẋ + ↵x =
where me is the e↵ective mass of the bound electron,

eE

(3.8)

is the damping constant that describes

the rate of damping of bound electrons and ↵ is the spring constant that keeps the electron
bound to the atom. Using the same ansatz as before, the contribution of bound electrons to
the dielectric function can be written as:
✏bound (!) = 1 +
where !˜p =

!02

!˜p2
!2

i !

(3.9)

p
p
nb e2 /me ✏0 , nb being the density of bound electrons. !0 = ↵/me is the

resonance frequency of the oscillator. We can write ✏bound (!) = ✏0bound (!) + i✏00bound (!), where:
✏0bound (!) = 1 +
✏00bound (!) =

!˜p2 (!02 ! 2 )
(!02 ! 2 )2 + 2 ! 2

(!02

!˜p2 !
! 2 )2 +

2!2

(3.10)
(3.11)

For systems with multiple oscillators, the Lorentz model is a superposition of more than one
of the above resonances. The dielectric constant in such a case can be written as:
✏bound (!) = 1 +

m
X
j=1

!j2

2
fj ˜!pj
!2 i j !

(3.12)

where fj is the oscillator strength of the j t h oscillator.

3.3

Surface Plasmon Polaritons at Metal-Dielectric Interfaces

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are electromagnetic waves that propagate at the interface of a metal and a dielectric. They are evanscent in nature as their field decays away
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from the interface. SPPs occur as a result of the coupling of electromganetic waves to the
oscillations of electron plasma in the metal [45, 47]. To examine the properties of SPPs, we
consider a plane interface between a metal and a dielectric. Let the interface be at z = 0,

Ez

z

|Ex|

Ex
Hy

z=0

ksp

ε2 – Dielectric

x

ε1 – Metal

Figure 3.1: Surface plasmon polariton at a dielectric-metal interface

as shown in Fig 3.1. Let ✏1 (!) represent the complex frequency- dependent dielectric function of the metal and ✏2 (!) that of the dielectric. SPP modes are homogenous solutions
of Maxwell’s equations that are localized at the interface. They are eigen solutions of the
wave-equation:
r ⇥ r ⇥ E(r, !)

!2
✏(r, !)E(r, !) = 0
c2

(3.13)

where ✏(r, !) = ✏1 (!) for z < 0 and ✏(r, !) = ✏2 (!) for z > 0. A similar equation exists for
the magnetic field as well. For waves propagating along the x-axis, the electric field can be
written as : E(r) = E(z)eikx x . Now the wave-equation becomes:
@ 2 E(z)
+ (k02 ✏
@z 2

2

)E = 0

(3.14)
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We first consider the case of TM polarized light propagating along the x-axis. The magnetic
field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Since we are looking for electromagnetic
waves whose amplitudes decay exponentially from the interface, solutions to equation (3.14)
in the region z > 0 can be written as:
H(z, t) = (0, A, 0)eikx x
E(z, t) =

A

i!t

e

k2,z z

c
(k2,z , 0, ikx )eikx x
i!✏2

i!t

e

(3.15)
k2,z z

(3.16)

For z < 0, the solutions are:
H(z, t) = (0, B, 0)eikx x
E(z, t) =

B

i!t k1,z z

e

c
( k1,z , 0, ikx )eikx x
i!✏1

(3.17)

i!t k1,z z

e

(3.18)

The wave-vectors kj,z (j=1,2) that determine the decay of the electromagnetic field away
from the interface are given by:
2
kj,z
= kx2

✏j (! 2 /c2 ); j = 1, 2

(3.19)

The boundary conditions on the continuity of field components at the interface yield the
following equations:
A == B, A

k2,z
=
✏2

B

k1,z
✏1

(3.20)

or
k1,z
=
k2,z

✏1
✏2

(3.21)

If we assume, for simplicity, that the dielectric function ✏1 of metal is real, then k1,z and
k2,z must be real and positive in order that equations (3.15) through (3.18) describe an electromagnetic wave localized to the dielectric-metal interface. This implies that the dielectric
function of the metal must be negative for this surface electromagnetic wave to exist.
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The surface electromagnetic wave whose field vectors are given by equations (3.15)
through (3.18) with A = B is called a surface plasmon polariton. Squaring both sides
of the above equation and using equation (3.19), we get the expression for the wave-vector
of surface plasmon polariton mode:
!
= kx =
c

ksp

r

✏1 ✏2
✏1 + ✏2

(3.22)

From equations (3.19) and (3.21), we can also obtain an expression for the normal component
of the wave-vector:
2
kj,z

✏2j ! 2
=
✏1 + ✏2 c2

(3.23)

Let us now examine the possibility of the existence of TE polarized mode at the interface.
As in the case of TM waves, the solutions of the Helmholtz equation (3.14) in the region
z > 0 can be written as:
E(z, t) = (0, A, 0)eikx x
H(z, t) = A

i!t

k2,z z

e

c
(k2,z , 0, ikx )eikx x
i!

i!t

e

(3.24)
k2,z z

(3.25)

For z < 0, the solutions are:
E(z, t) = (0, B, 0)eikx x
E(z, t) = B

i!t k1,z z

e

c
( k1,z , 0, ikx )eikx x
i!

(3.26)

i!t k1,z z

e

(3.27)

The boundary conditions for the continuity of the field components at the interface gives:
A = B, A

c
k2,z =
i!

B

c
k1,z
i!

(3.28)

which can be combined into a single equation:
(k2,z + k1,z )A = 0

(3.29)
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Since, for an electromagnetic wave localized to the metal-dielectric interface, the real parts
of k1,z and k2,z have to be positive, the only solution to the above equation is A = 0, which
implies B = 0. Thus a TE polarized surface plasmon polariton mode cannot exist in the
structure shown in Fig 3.1.

3.4

The dispersion relation and excitation of surface
plasmon polaritons

Excitation of surface plasmon polaritons require both energy and momentum conservation
to be satisfied. Fig 3.2 shows the ! vs k plot for the SPP mode at the interface of air and

Figure 3.2: Dispersion relation of SPPs at the interface between silver and air. Also shown
are the light lines for air and titanium dioxide (TiO2 ). The tilted light of TiO2 intersects
the SPP dispersion curve, thereby enabling a route to excite the SPP mode.
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silver. Silver’s dielectric constants are based on the Drude model of equation (3.6). As a
comparsion, the light line (k = !/c) for air is also plotted. It can be clearly seen that,
the dispersion relation for the SPP mode lies to the right of the light line. This implies
that for a given photon energy the wave-vector kx of the SPP mode is larger than that of
light in air, and therefore, exciting the SPP mode requires a way to somehow bridge this
gap in momentum so that the wave-vector component of the exciting light is larger than its
free-space value. One way to achieve this is to use a high-index material of refractive index,
say n, and then use evanescent waves to excite the SPP mode. By using a material with
higher index, the light line gets tilted by a factor of n and thus intersects the SPP dispersion
curve as shown in Fig 3.2. Another way is to use a grating coupler. Here the conservation of
momentum is achieved by adding a reciprocal lattice vector of the grating to the free-space
wavevector. This requires the metal surface to be corrugated with a periodicity a over an
0

extended spatial region. The new parallel wavevector is given by kx = kx + 2⇡n/a where
2⇡n/a is a reciprocal lattice vector.

3.5

Multilayer Systems and Coupled SPP modes

In multilayer systems consisting of alternate metal and dielectric films, each interface can
support a bound SPP mode. When the separation between adjacent interfaces is comparable
to or smaller than the decay length z 0 of the interface mode, interactions between SPPs give
rise to coupled modes [45, 47]. In order to elucidate the general properties of coupled SPPs,
let us consider a three-layer system consiting of thin metal film sandwiched between two
infinitely thick dielectric claddings, as shown in Fig 3.3. Since we are here only interested
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Figure 3.3: Geometry of a three-layer system composed of a thin metal layer sandwiched
between two semi-infinite dielectric layers
in the lowest-order bound modes, we start with a general description of TM modes that are
non-oscillatory in the z-direction normal to the interfaces using (3.15-3.18). For z > a, the
field components are
Hy = Aeikx x e

For z <

k3 z

1
k3 eikx x e k3 z
!✏3
kx ikx x k3 z
A
e e
!✏3

(3.30a)

Ex = iA

(3.30b)

Ez =

(3.30c)

a, we get
Hy = Beikx x e
Ex =
Ez =

k2 z

1
k2 eikx x e k2 z
!✏2
kx ikx x k2 z
A
e e
!✏2
iB

(3.31a)
(3.31b)
(3.31c)
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The fields decay exponentially in the cladding regions II and III. In the core region,
a < z < a, the modes localized at the top and bottom interface couple, giving us the
following equations:
Hy = Ceikx x ek1 z + Deikx x e

k1 z

(3.32a)

1
1
k1 eikx x ek1 z + iD
k1 eikx x e
!✏1
!✏1
kx ikx x k1 z
kx ikx x k1 z
Ez = C
e e +D
e e
!✏1
!✏1

Ex =

iC

k1 z

(3.32c)

Since Hy and Ex have to be continuous across the interfaces at z = a and z =
Ae

k3 a

= Cek1 a + De

(A/✏3 )k3 e

k3 a

= ( C/✏1 )k1 ek1 a + (D/✏1 )k1 e

Be

k2 a

= Ce

( B/✏2 )k2 e

k2 a

= ( C/✏1 )k1 e

k1 a

k1 a

a, we get:
(3.33a)

k1 a

+ Dek1 a
k1 a

(3.32b)

(3.33b)
(3.33c)

+ (D/✏1 )k1 ek1 a

(3.33d)

In addition to these equations, the wave-vector components are related by:
2
kj,z
= kx2

✏j (! 2 /c2 ); f orj = 1, 2, 3

(3.34)

Combining the coupled system of equations (3.33) and using (3.34), we get an implicit
expression for the dispersion relation connecting kx and ! via
e

4k1 a

=

k1 /✏1 + k2 /✏2 k1 /✏1 + k3 /✏3
k1 /✏1 k2 /✏2 k1 /✏1 k3 /✏3

(3.35)

For the case of a symmetric structure where ✏2 = ✏3 and k2 = k3 , this dispersion relation can
be split into a pair of equations,
tanh k1 a =
tanh k1 a =

k2 ✏ 1
k1 ✏ 2
k1 ✏ 2
k2 ✏ 1

(3.36a)
(3.36b)
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Equation (3.36a) represents a symmetric mode while (3.36b) represents an antisymmetric
mode. A symmetric mode means that the distributions of Hy and Ex are symmetric to
the central axis z = 0. Conversely, anti-symmetric modes are ones with anti-symmetric
distributions of Hy and Ex with respect to the central axis. Fig. 3.4 shows the magnetic

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Symmetric and antisymmetric modes of a coupled glass/silver (Ag)/glass system,
where the thickness of the Ag film is 30 nm.

field Hy for the insulator-metal-insulator geometry of Fig. 3.3, with glass as the semi-infinite
insulator layers and silver (Ag) as the metal layer with thickness = 30 nm, simulated using
a transfer matrix formalism [48]. As can be seen, one of the modes is symmetric while the
other one is antisymmetric. As we start adding more metal and dielectric layers to the
system, additional coupled SPP modes appear [49].
As an example, Fig. 3.5 illustrates the modes of a multilayered structure composed
of alternate layers of Ag and glass, each of thickness 25 nm, at 1.5 µm. These modes
are confined strongly within the multilayers as their e↵ective indices are higher than the
claddings (glass substrate and air) on either side. The modes were computed using the 1D
transfer matrix code provided by [48]. This idea of multiple SPP modes forms the basis
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: Modes of a multilayered structure composed of alternate layers of Ag (grey) and
SiO2 (white) layers, each of thickness 25 nm, calculated at 1.5µm.
of hyperbolic metamaterials and their varied applications, especially in quantum optics, as
discussed in Chapter 4.

3.6

Layered Nanocomposite Materials and E↵ective
Medium Theory

As discussed in the previous section, when we have multiple metal-dielectric interfaces of
thicknesses much smaller than the wavelength, the SPPs propagating at individual metaldielectric interfaces can couple to each other forming many coupled states. Such additional
SPP states determine the complex electromagnetic properties of such systems. However,
solving the Maxwell’s equations when we have multiple interfaces can be a tedious task.
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Instead, one can use an e↵ective medium approximation to get a rough idea of how the
system will interact with an incoming electromagnetic field. In such materials, because
the inhomogeneities are much smaller than the wavelength, the propagating electromagnetic
wave does not see the details of the material. It propagates as if the medium is homogeneous,
with an e↵ective permittivity ✏ef f . In this section, we derive the equations for the e↵ective
parameters for a non-magnetic layered medium [50].
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Ex
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Ex
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of a layered medium with the preserved components of the electric
field E and the dielectric displacement D

Consider a layered structure consisting of two materials a and b, as shown in Fig. 3.6.
The layer thicknesses la and lb are much smaller than the wavelength of the electromagnetic
wave propagating through the material. Since such a structure is not isotropic, we consider
the two situtations with di↵erent polarizations of the electromagnetic wave. First, consider
the case where the electric field is parallel to the interface between the two layers. Since the
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electric field is conserved at the interface of the two media, we obtain:
Exav = Exa = Exb

(3.37)

The dielectric displacement Dx is not conserved. But, we can write an average value Dxav
using the dielectric displacements Dxa = ✏a Exa and Dxb = ✏b Exb in the individual layers:
Dxav =

la Dxa + lb Dxb
la ✏a + lb ✏b av
=
Ex
la + lb
la + lb

(3.38)

k

We define the e↵ective permittivity ✏ef f by the relation:
k

Dxav = ✏ef f Exav

(3.39)

From equations (3.38) and (3.39), we get the expression for the e↵ective dielectric constant
parallel to the layers,
k

✏ef f =

l a ✏a + l b ✏b
la + lb

(3.40)

which is just the weighted average of the individual permittivities. Now, consider the case
when the electric field is perpendicular to the interfaces between the layers. In this case, the
dielectric displacement D is conserved across the interface,
Dzav = Dza = Dzb

(3.41)

We can write an average value for the electric field,
Ezav =

la Eza + lb Ezb
la + lb

(3.42)

Using the relations Dza = ✏a Eza and Dzb = ✏b Ezb , we get
a

Ezav

=

b

la D✏az + lb D✏bz
la + lb

=

la
✏a

+

lb
✏b

la + lb

Dzav

(3.43)
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We define the e↵ective permittivity in the direction perpendicular to the interface by the
av
relation Dzav = ✏?
ef f Ez . Comparing this with equation (3.43), we get the expression for the

dielectric constant in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the layers as:
✏?
ef f = ✏a ✏b

la + lb
l a ✏b + l b ✏a

(3.44)

Thus, if we have a material that is composed of many layers of sub-wavelegnth thicknesses,
the e↵ective parameters provide a quick and easy way to predict how it would respond to an
incoming electromagnetic radiation. In chapters 4 and 5, the optical properties of the fabricated metamaterial structures will be described using these e↵ective dielectric constants.

3.7

Optical Isofrequency Surface and Anisotropic Media

A dielectric medium is said to be anisotropic if its optical properties depend on direction.
In a linear anisotropic dielectric medium, each component of the dielectric displacement D
is a linear combination of the three components of the electric field.
Di =

X

✏ij Ej

(3.45)

j

The linear optical properties of any medium can be described by the dielectric tensor ✏ij . In
its most general form, it is a second rank tensor with nine co-efficients,
0
1
B✏xx ✏xy ✏xz C
B
C
B
C
C
✏ij = B
B✏yx ✏yy ✏yx C
B
C
@
A
✏zx ✏zy ✏zz

(3.46)
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For most materials, the o↵-diagonal elements are zero. In the case of isotropic media, besides
the o↵-diaogonal elements being zero, the diagonal elements are also identical. The dielectric
tensor for an isotropic medium can be written as:
0

1

B ✏ 0 0C
B
C
B
C
C
✏ij = B
0
✏
0
B
C
B
C
@
A
0 0 ✏

(3.47)

The optical iso-frequency surface is the surface of allowed wave-vectors at a specific frequency.
For an isotropic material, this takes the form of a sphere:
kx2

3.7.1

+

ky2

+

kz2

!2
=✏ 2
c

(3.48)

Uniaxial Materials

Now, we discuss the case of uni-axial materials in which the dielectric tensor has the
form[10][9]:

0

1

0C
B✏xx 0
B
C
B
C
C
✏ij = B
0
✏
0
B
C
xx
B
C
@
A
0
0 ✏zz

(3.49)

Since the dielectric constant depends on the direction, interaction of such a material with an
incoming electromagnetic radiation will depend on the orientation of the electric field vector.
To elucidate this, consider a block of unaxially anisotropic material shown in Fig. 3.7 (a).
Light whose electric field vector is in the xy-plane (TE polarization) will see this material
as an isotropic medium because it does not see the anisotropy in the dielectric constant, as
shown in Fig. 3.7 (b). Consequently, the optical iso-frequency surface takes the form of a
sphere as in the case of an isotropic material [Fig. 3.7(c)]. On the other hand, in the case of
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Figure 3.7: (a) Anisotropic material with uniaxial isotropy with di↵erent dielectric constants
in the xy-plane and z-direction, (b) TE polarized light with electric field vector in the xyplane. In this case, light interacts with the material as if it was isotropic, resulting in a
spherical iso-frequency surface (c)
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Figure 3.8: (a) In a uniaxially anisotropic material, the electic field vector of TM polarized
light has components along both the xy-plane and the z-axis. (b) Accordingly, the optical
iso-frequency surface takes the shape of an ellipsoid. (c) If one of the dielectric constants is
negative, the optical iso-frequency transforms to a hyperboloid.
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TM polarized light, there will be a component of the field in the xy-plane as well as in the
z-direction [Fig 3.8(a)] and consequently, its interaction with the medium will be direction
dependent. The optical iso-frequency surface takes the shape of an ellipsoid as shown in Fig
3.8(b), and is given by the expression
kx2 + ky2
k2
!2
+ z = 2
✏zz
✏xx
c

(3.50)

A very interesting scenario occurs when one of the dielectric constants become negative. For
✏xx < 0 and ✏zz > 0, equation transforms to that of a hyperboloid. This type of dispersion
is called hyperbolic dispersion, shown schematically in Fig 3.8(c).

Figure 3.9: Optical isofrequency contours in glass (red dotted line), calcite (blue solid line)
and a hyperbolic metamaterial (dark cyan solid line). While there is an upper limit on the
allowed value of wave-vector in both glass and calcite, in the HMM, there is no upper limit
(theoretically).
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Fig. 3.9 shows the optical isofequency contour for three di↵erent types of materials glass (isotropic), calcite (elliptical) and a hyperbolic metamaterial (HMM). It can be seen
that in the HMM, the wave-vector k can take extremely large values. Materials exhibting
hyperbolic dispersion are of great interest due to their exotic properties. HMMs will be
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.

3.8

Transfer Matrix Method

Transfer matrix method is a technique used to determine the reflection and transmission
properties of layered structures [51, 52]. Consider a plane wave incident on a layered structure
composed of m layers, sandwiched between a semi-infinite substrate and a semi-infinite
transparent ambient as shown in Fig 3.10.

Ambient
(j = 0)

j=1

j=2

j=m

Substrate
(j = m+1)

E0+

E1+

E2+

E0+

+
Em+1

E0−

E1−

E2−

Em−

−
Em+1

y
x

Figure 3.10: (a) Anisotropic material with uniaxial isotropy with di↵erent dielectric constants
in the xy-plane and z-direction.

Each layer j(j = 1, 2....m) has a thickness dj and its optical properties are described by
its complex index of refraction ñj = ⌘j + ij , which, in general, is a function of wavelength
of the incident light. At any point in the system, the optical electric field is a sum of two
components - one propagating in the positive x direction and the other, along the negative
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x direction, which at a position x in layer j are denoted by E+
j (x) and Ej (x), respectively.
When light moves from layer j to layer k, the refraction at the interface is described by an
interface matrix
Ijk =

0

1

1 rjk C
1 B
B
C
A
tjk @
rj k 1

(3.51)

where rjk and tjk are the complex Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients at the interface jk. For TE polarized or s-polarized light (light with electric field vector perpendicular
to the plane of incidence), the Fresnel coefficents are given by [10]
rjk =

qj qk
,
qj + qk

(3.52a)

tjk =

2qj
qj + qk

(3.52b)

For light with electric field vector in the plane of incidence (TM or p-polarized), the Fresnel
coefficients take the following form
rjk

ñ2k qj ñ2j qk
= 2
,
ñk qj + ñ2j qk

(3.53a)

2ñj ñk qj
+ ñ2j qk

(3.53b)

tjk =
where qj = ñj cos
ambient,

0

j

= [ñ2j

⌘02 sin

0]

1/2

is the angle of incidence, and

ñ2k qj

and ⌘0 is the refractive index of the transparent
j

is the angle of refraction in layer j. In addition

to the refraction at an interface, the light also aquires a phase as it propagates through the
layer j, given by the phase matrix
0

where ⇠j =

2⇡

qj

1

0 C
Be i⇠j dj
C
Lj = B
@
A
0
ei ⇠j dj

(3.54)
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We define a transfer matrix S, that relates the electric field at the ambient side and
substrate side by the equation
0

1

0

1

+
+
BE0 C
BE
C
B C = S B m+1 C
@ A
@
A
E0
Em+1

(3.55)

By using the interface matrix and the phase matrix given by equations (3.51) and (3.54), we
can write an expression for S
0

1

m
Y

BS11 S12 C
C=
S=B
@
A
S21 S22

I(⌫

1)⌫ L⌫

⌫=1

!

· Im(m+1)

(3.56)

When light is incident from the ambient side in the positive x direction, there is no wave
propagating inside the substrate in the negative x direction, therefore, Em+1 = 0. For the
entire layered structure, the resulting complex reflection and transmission coefficients can
be expressed by using the matrix elements of the total system transfer matrix of equation
(3.56) as
E0
S21
+ =
S11
E0

(3.57)

E+
1
m+1
+ =
S11
E0

(3.58)

r=
t=

To obtain the electric field within layer j, we write the total multilayer transfer matrix
S = Sj Lj Sj+
with
Sj =

j 1
Y

I(⌫

⌫=1

1)⌫ L⌫

!

and
Sj+ =

m
Y

⌫=j+1

I(⌫

1)⌫ L⌫

(3.59)

· I(j

!

1)j ,

· Im(m+1)

(3.60)

(3.61)
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The electric field propagating in the positive direction in layer j at the left interface is related
to the incident plane wave by
E+
j
E+
0

= t+
j =

1
Sj11

1+

(3.62)

+
Sj12 Sj21
i2⇠j dj
+ e
Sj11 Sj11

Similarly, the electric field propagating in the negative direction at the left interface is
Ej
E+
0

= tj = t+
j

+
Sj21
i2⇠j dj
+ e
Sj11

(3.63)

The total electric field at an arbitrary position inside layer j can be written in terms of the
incident electric field as
+ i⇠j x
Ej (x) = E+
+ tj e
j (x) + Ej (x) = (tj e

i⇠j x

)E+
0

(3.64)
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Part I
Control of Light-Matter Interaction
using Metamaterials
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Metamaterials are artifically engineered nanostructures in which the size of the unitcells are much smaller than the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation interacting with
them. Coupling between the unit cells governs their electromagnetic properties. Interest in
metamaterials was sparked at the beginning of the last decade with the idea of the perfect
lens proposed by John Pendry [13]. The idea was based on a material having a negative index
of refraction brought about by negative values for both the permittivity and permeability.
Such a material was first proposed by Veselago in 1968 [11]. The challenge in producing
such a material lay in the requirement that both permittivity and permeability be negative
simultaneously. The advances in nanofabrication techniques made it possible to fabricate
materials with special geometries such as a split ring resonator and fishnet structures that
exhibit such properties. One of the drawbacks with negative index materials (NIMs) is that
they are still extremely difficult to fabricate. Besides, their unique electromagnetic properties
are exhibited only in an extremely narrow range of frequencies.
There is another class of metamaterials that are non-magnetic but exhibit fascinating
electromagnetic properties. These are called hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) [53, 54].
They are nano-composites made of metal and dielectric materials that exhibit metal-like
properties along one direction and dielectric-like properties along the orthogonal direction
[16]. The name hyperbolic metamaterials comes from the hyperbolic nature of the dispersion
relation that was discussed in Chapter 3. Being non-magnetic, they are much easier to
fabricate. Unlike NIMs, HMMs do not rely on any resonance and therefore the unique
properties are exhibited over a broad spectral range. Such structures were first demonstrated
experimentally in a magnetized plasma in [55]. Recently, HMMs have become a very active
area of research with varied applications such as di↵raction-free optical imaging [17–21, 56],
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control of spontaneous emission [25–31], heat transport and acoustics [57, 58], analogue
cosmology [59, 60], and so on [32, 33, 61].
As mentioned in Chapter 3, in a layered nano-composite structure, when one of the e↵ective dielectric constants becomes negative, the optical iso-frequency surface takes the shape
of a hyperboloid. A striking feature of this type of an iso-frequency contour is that, unlike
the spherical or ellipsoidal dispersion contours, it is open. This implies that, unlike in conventional media, theoretically there is no upper bound on the allowed values of wavevectors
in such a material. This is the basis of the application of HMMs as a tool to overcome the
problem of di↵raction-limit encountered in optical imaging [17, 18]. This unique ability to
support electromagnetic states with large wavevectors (high

k states) is the basis of most

of the applications of HMMs.
HMMs are classified as type - I or type - II, depending on whether the hyperbolic dispersion results from a single negative e↵ective dielectric constant or two negative e↵ective
dielectric constants, respectively. In the case of type - I HMMs, ✏xx , ✏yy > 0 and ✏zz < 0,
whereas in type - II HMMs, ✏xx , ✏yy < 0 and ✏zz > 0. Both type - I and type - II HMMs
support high

k states. However, type - I HMMs show negative refraction [22, 24].

Another implication of hyperbolic dispersion is a large increase in the photon density of
states (PDOS). PDOS at a specific energy is calculated as the number of available photon
states between iso-frequency contours at wavevectors k and k +

k. In materials with a

spherical or elliptical dispersion, there is an upper limit on the PDOS enforced by the closed
topology of the optical iso-frequency curve. However, in an HMM, since the iso-frequency
surface is open, the volume between two hyperboloid sheets at k and k +

k, is infinite,

leading to a divergence in the PDOS, theoretically. Practically, though, the PDOS is not
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infinite as it is limited by the losses in the system as well as the finite size of the unit cells.
This has been exploited to enhance the spontaneous emission from quantum emitters.
This part of the thesis is divided into two chapters. In Chapter 4, we discuss the use of a
strongly anistropic metamaterial to establish the occurence of Optical Topological Transition,
the optical equivalent of the well-known Lifshitz transition in electronic systems. In Chapter
5, we demonstrate a tunable hyperbolic metamaterial by exploiting the insulator-to-metal
transition in vanadium dioxide.
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Chapter 4

Topological Transitions in
Metamaterials

4.1

Introduction and Motivation

As mentioned previously, the dynamics of wave-propagation within a medium is governed
by the topology of the optical iso-frequency surface. The ideas of mathematical topology play
an important role in many aspects of modern physics from phase transitions to field theory
to nonlinear dynamics [62, 63]. An important example of this is the Lifshitz transition [64],
where the transformation of the Fermi surface of a metal from a closed to an open geometry
(due to e.g. external pressure) leads to a dramatic e↵ect on the electron magneto-transport
properties [65]. In optics, the role of the Fermi surface is played by the optical iso-frequency
surface !(k) = const. , which can be engineered by tailoring the dielectric tensor, ✏(r).
Metamaterials o↵er the freedom to control the topology of the optical iso-frequency surface
by engineering the dielectric tensor. The goal of this project is to use a non-magnetic
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metamaterial to demonstrate the optical equivalent of the Lifshitz transition — the optical
topological transition (OTT) wherein the very nature of the electromagnetic radiation in
the metamaterial undergoes a drastic change. E↵ects on the kinetic and thermodynamic
properties, such as the dynamics of propagating waves supported by the system and the
electromagnetic energy density, respectively, are modified at the transition point and can be
probed by following the light-metamaterial interaction using a quantum emitter. We also
show the broadband control of the spontaneous emission properties of the quantum emitter
by exploiting the OTT.

kz
kz

ky

ky
kx

kx

Figure 4.1: Optical topological transition (OTT): The optical iso-frequency curve changes
from a closed surface such as an ellipsoid to an open hyperboloid.

We consider a metamaterial structure that has a uniaxial form of the dielectric tensor
✏(r) = diag(✏xx , ✏yy , ✏zz ), where ✏xx = ✏yy = ✏k and ✏zz = ✏? . The structure is designed such
that there is a transformation in the topology of the optical iso-frequency surface in the
red region of the visible spectrum. Since the PDOS in the metamaterial is related to the
volume enclosed by the corresponding iso-frequency surface [10], the topological transition
from the closed (ellipsoid) iso-frequency surface for ✏k > 0 to an open (hyperboloid) isofrequency surface for ✏k < 0. (Fig. 4.1) results in a non-integrable singularity accompanied
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by a change in the density of states from a finite to an infinite value (in lossless e↵ective
medium limit). This optical analog of the Lifshitz transition in metamaterials is characterized
by the appearance of additional electromagnetic states in the hyperbolic regime, which have
wavevectors much larger than those allowed in vacuum. Light-matter interaction is enhanced
due to the presence of these additional electromagnetic states, resulting in a strong e↵ect
on related quantum-optical phenomena, such as spontaneous emission. We establish the
existence of OTT by probing its e↵ect on the spontaneous emission characteristics of a
quantum emitter.

4.2
4.2.1

Theory
Lifetime calculations

We calculate [66] the decay rate near a half space of metamaterial for a perpendicularly
oriented dipole emitter. We use the semiclassical approach to calculate the lifetime in the
near field of the metamaterial which states that the rate of decay is related to the power
emitted by the dipole [67]. A fully quantized description of light near the metamaterial leads
to the following expression for the spontaneous emission decay rate [46]],
=

2! 2
[µ · Im{G(r0 , r0 , !)} · µ]
~c2

(4.1)

where, Im{G(r0 , r0 , !)} is the imaginary part of the Greens tensor for the electromagnetic
wave equation evaluated at the location of the emitter with dipole moment µ. These two
approaches are fully equivalent in the weak coupling limit since the power emitted by a
dipole can be shown to be proportional to Im{G(r0 , r0 , !)}. The electromagnetic Greens
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tensor can be expanded in terms of the plane waves as
i
G(r0 = dẑ) = 2
8⇡
0

Z

1
1

Z
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1
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M
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Here, the subscript 1 stands for the medium containing the dipole (vacuum) and the z

axis is oriented perpendicular to the planar (xy) interface of the metamaterial. The minus
sign in the determinant is for z < d and the plus sign for z > d. The two signs originate
from the absolute value |z

d|. This plane wave decomposition of the radiation from the

dipole gives insight into the near-field coupling of large wavevector radiation to metamaterial
states.
In order to apply the Fresnel reflection co-efficients to the dipole fields, we can split G
into an s-polarized part and a p-polarized part.
M(kx , ky ) = Ms (kx , ky ) + Mp (kx , ky )

(4.3)

When considering the decay rates, we are interested in the scattered field at the upper
half-space, which is obtained from the reflected part of the Green’s function, which is given
by:
i
G(r0 = dẑ) = 2
8⇡
where,
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(4.6)

Evaluating the Green’s function in (4.4) and substituting in (4.1), we get the following
expression [46, 67] for the decay rate
3
= 1 + ⌘k0 3 Re
2
where

0

Z

1

in terms of the Fresnel reflection co-efficients

e2iq1 d

0

pdp
1
{µ2? p2 rp + µ2k k02 rs
2
q1 |µ|
2

1 2 2
µ q rp }
2 k 1

(4.7)

is the free space decay rate, k1 = k0 is the free space wavevector, ⌘ is the intrinsic

quantum yield, q1 = kz =

p
k02

p2 is the wavevector perpendicular to the interface, p = kx

is the wavevector parallel to the interface, d = distance of the dipole from the metamaterial,
|µ|2 = µ2k + µ2? , and rs , rp are the reflection coefficients of s and p polarized light reflected,
respectively, from the multilayer structure. The dielectric tensor of medium 2 (metamaterial)
is taken to be ✏(r) = diag(✏k , ✏k , ✏? ).
Since only p-polarized waves couple to the high

k states of the metamaterial, we only

consider dipoles that are oriented perpendicular to the xy-interface of the metamaterial [46].
For a unit dipole in vacuum, oriented perpendicularly and situated in the near field (distance
d from the metamaterial), the decay rate is given by
d⌧

1
⇡
~

Z

1
kx =!/c

dkx kx2 e

2kx d

Im(rp )

(4.8)

The reflection coefficient of the metamaterial for p-polarized light is given by:
rp =

✏k k1z k2z
✏k k1z + k2z

(4.9)

For d ⌧ , the near-field interaction is dominated by evanescent waves with kx
the dispersion relation in vacuum, k1z =

p
k02

kx2 and in the metamaterial,

kx2
✏?

k0 . Using
k2 z 2
✏k

= k02 ,
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it can be seen that k1z ⇡ ikx and k2z ⇡
coefficient now becomes:
rp ⇡

q

|✏k |
k
✏? x

✏k ikx
✏k ikx +

for these evanescent waves. The reflection
q

q

|✏k |
k
✏? x
|✏k |
k
✏? x

(4.10)

The imaginary part of the reflection coefficient is given by:
p
2 |✏k |✏?
Im(rp ) =
1 + |✏k |✏?

(4.11)

Using the above equations, the decay rate of an emitter in the near field of the metamaterial
can be evaluated to be
high k

The high

p
µ2k 2 |✏k |✏?
=
8~d3 1 + |✏k |✏?

(4.12)

k metamaterial states are extraordinary waves with hyperbolic dispersion in

an extremely anisotropic material and hence can couple to p-polarized incident evanescent
waves. OTT occurs when the metamaterial structure goes from elliptical to hyperbolic
dispersion. The signature of this transition is the appearance of high

k metamaterial

states and a reduction in the lifetime.
Metamaterials with opposite signs of the dielectric constants can be realized using metal
dielectric composites [22]. We consider such a composite consisting of alternating layers
of silver (9 nm) and TiO2 (22 nm) corresponding to 29% fill fraction of silver. Using the
semiclassical theory of spontaneous emission described earlier, we calculate [66] the lifetime
for quantum dots (QDs) placed in the near field of this metamaterial. It is seen that even in
a practical structure [Fig 4.2], a clear modification in lifetime of the emitter is expected as
the system transitions from elliptical to the hyperbolic dispersion regime over the spectral
range of interest. The transition occurs due to the unique dispersion of coupled plasmons,
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Figure 4.2: Lifetime of emitters placed on a practical realization of the metamaterial consisting of alternating layers of metal (silver, 9 nm) and dielectric (TiO2 , 22 nm) corresponding
to the 29% fill fraction sample. A sharp reduction in the spontaneous emission lifetime is
observed around the transition wavelength.
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which contribute to lifetime decrease only on the hyperbolic side of the transition. Simulations carried out using e↵ective medium theory show good agreement with the prediction of
numerical simulations.

4.2.2

Metamaterial states: Beyond the e↵ective medium description

The practical realization of the metamaterial exhibiting the topological transition consists of alternating subwavelength layers of metal and dielectric, which achieves the desired
extremely anisotropic electromagnetic response. To compare this practical layered structure
with the predictions of e↵ective medium theory, we take into account the metal-dielectric
multilayer structure and glass substrate using a transfer matrix formalism.
The most important insight from numerical simulations beyond e↵ective medium theory
is the unique dispersion of the coupled plasmonic states in the layered medium. These
coupled plasmons suddenly appear at the transition wavelength predicted by the e↵ective
medium theory. This helps to identify the coupled plasmonic states of the layered structure,
which are described by the e↵ective medium high k states [68, 69]. The role of the high k
metamaterial states in the reduction in lifetime becomes clear when we analyze the coupled
plasmonic states, which are excited by an emitter in the near field of the metamaterial.
Fig. 4.3 shows the power spectrum of emitted radiation from the point emitter placed
near a low loss multilayer structure. Beyond the transition wavelength we see that many
states with large wavevectors are excited. These are absent in the multilayer structure at
wavelengths before the transition. This unique dispersion of coupled plasmonic states is the
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Figure 4.3: Logarithm of the power spectrum vs spatial frequency for a low loss multilayer
structure consisting of 150 alternating layers of subwavelength metal and dielectric. Before
the transition wavelength the emitter excites just the plasmon on the first interface leading to
a small lifetime decrease. Beyond the transition, the emitter excites many coupled plasmonic
states described in the e↵ective medium theory as high-k metamaterial states. This leads to
a large decrease in the lifetime characteristic of the topological transition.
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origin of the optical topological transition.

4.2.3

Topological Transition Parameter

Topological transition parameter is given by ↵ = Im(rp ). It is proportional to the local
density of electromagnetic modes and characterizes the emergence of the high

k metama-

terial states. In the ideal lossless case, ↵ = 0 before the transition (elliptical dispersion).
This is depicted in Fig 4.4. As we move across the transition point, where ✏k =0, the topo-

Figure 4.4: Topological transition parameter (proportional to the local density of states)
near the topological transition wavelength as a function of the real part of ✏k . The sharp
transition becomes a smooth crossover as losses are increased.

logical transition parameter shows a sharp discontinuity. The e↵ect of dispersive and lossy
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e↵ective medium dielectric constants on ↵ (proportional to the spontaneous emission rate)
is also shown in the figure. Although the losses reduce the sharp transition to a smooth
crossover, the change in the topology of the iso-frequency surface still leads to an enhanced
spontaneous emission rate.

4.3
4.3.1

Experiment
Fabrication

The metamaterial structure studied in the present work was fabricated using physical
vapor deposition. The structure consisted of alternating layers of titanium dioxide (TiO2 )
and silver of thicknesses 22 nm and 9 nm, respectively (corresponding to 29% fill fraction
of silver) and a 10 nm thick TiO2 spacer layer [Fig 4.5]. Silver layers were deposited by
evaporating silver pellets (obtained from Kurt J Lesker) at a pressure of 3 ⇥ 10

6

mbar.

TiO2 layers were deposited by evaporating titanium wire (obtained from Alfa-Aesar) in the
presence of oxygen at a pressure of 2 ⇥ 10

3

mbar [70]. The particular structure investigated

here consists of five periods grown on a 2.54 ⇥ 2.54cm2 glass cover slip substrate. The control
sample consists of a single period of TiO2 and silver layers of thicknesses 22 nm and 9 nm,
respectively and a 10 nm thick TiO2 spacer layer. This structure takes into account the
non-radiative and surface plasmon polariton contributions to the reduction in lifetime in the
metamaterial structure. A 25% v/v solution of colloidal CdSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dots
(QDs) in toluene (obtained from Evident Technologies) was deposited on the metamaterial
in a controlled manner via spin coating.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the metamaterial structur

4.3.2

Optical characterization

The optical properties of such a layered nano-composite structure can be estimated from
its e↵ective dielectric constants, as explained in section 3.6. To determine the e↵ective
dielectric constants, we carried out ellipsometry measurements on single layer samples of
silver and TiO2 . The dielectric constants of a silver film of thickness 30nm, deposited on
a glass substrate is shown in Fig. 4.6(a). Silver has very poor wetting properties on most
dielectric materials, particularly glass. As a result, a 9 nm thick film of silver peels o↵ the
glass substrate and therefore measurements from such a film were not a good representation
of the actual silver film in the multilayered structure. In the metamaterial structure, each
silver film is on a layer of TiO2 which has better wetting properties and is also not exposed
to air and therefore does not undergo oxidation. Therefore, the optical constants of silver
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6: Dielectric constants of (a) silver and (b) TiO2 layers retrieved from ellipsometry
measurements. (c) E↵ective dielectric constants (real parts) of the structure determined
using ellipsometry and e↵ective medium theory. The transition from elliptical to hyperbolic
dispersion occurs at 621 nm.
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were measured for a 30 nm thick film. Fig. 4.6(b) shows the dielectric constants of TiO2 .
Once the optical constants were obtained, the reflectivity of the multilayered structure was
calculated using the transfer matrix method described in section 3.8 and compared with the
experimental reflectivity. The dielectric constants of TiO2 were adjusted slightly to yield a
perfect match with the experimental reflectivity.
The e↵ective dielectric constants of the structure are shown in Fig 4.6(c). These were
determined by applying e↵ective medium theory on the dielectric constants shown in Figs.
4.6(a) and (b). The structure is designed such that the e↵ective in-plane dielectric constant
✏k ⇡ 0 around 621 nm, which corresponds to the emission maximum of the CdSe/ZnSe
quantum dots. The photoluminescence (PL) from the QDs have a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 40 nm, which allows investigation of the phase space of both elliptical and
hyperbolic dispersion regimes using the same sample. In order to isolate the e↵ects of the
non-radiative decay and SPP based enhancement in the radiative rate due to the metal,
we also measure the spontaneous emission rates of QDs on a control sample that consists
of one unit cell of the metamaterial. Time-resolved PL measurements were carried out on
QDs deposited on the metamaterial sample, the control sample and the glass substrate (Fig.
4.7), at the anticipated transition wavelength (621 nm) and at spectral positions on either
side (605 nm and 635 nm). The large change in the spontaneous emission lifetime of the
QDs on the metamaterial compared to the glass substrate is due to the excitation of the
high-k metamaterial states as well as the non-radiative contribution and the SPP modes
of the metamaterial. When compared to the control sample, the metamaterial shows an
enhancement in the spontaneous emission rate by a factor of ⇡ 3 at the transition wavelength
and ⇡ 4.3 deeper in the hyperbolic regime (635 nm). These enhancements are attributed
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Figure 4.7: Time resolved photoluminescence data from QDs deposited on the metamaterial,
control sample and glass substrate at 605 nm, 621 nm and 635 nm. Clear reduction in lifetime
is observed over 30 nm spectral bandwidth when the emitter is placed on the metamaterial.
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to the high-k metamaterial states. The overall reduction in the lifetime of the QDs when
compared to those on a glass substrate is ⇡11. Fig. 4.8 shows the lifetimes of the QDs as a

Figure 4.8: Lifetime of the QDs as a function of wavelength on metamaterial, control sample
and glass substrate. QDs on the control sample and glass show an increase in the lifetime
with wavelength where as on the metamaterial, decrease in lifetime is observed.

function of wavelength on the metamaterial sample, control sample and glass substrate. The
lifetime of the QDs increases as a function of wavelength on both the glass substrate and
the control sample as shown in the figure. This is due to the size distribution of QDs and
the dependence of the oscillator strength on the energy [71][72][73]. On the contrary, QDs
on the metamaterial sample shows a decrease in the lifetime as a function of wavelength and
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the shortest lifetime due to coupling to the high

k metamaterial states.

Figure 4.9: Steady state PL emission spectra of quantum dots deposited on the metamaterial,
control samples (with 29% fill fraction of silver) and glass substrate. There is a significant
reduction in the intensity of emission from the metamaterial due to preferential emission
into high k metamaterial modes. The PL emission is collected in the direction away from
the samples as shown in the inset.

To confirm the coupling of the quantum dot emission into the high-k modes of the metamaterial structure, steady state PL measurements (Fig. 4.9) were carried out using a Horiba
Jobin Yvon Fluoromax system. The measurements were carried out in reflection geometry
(inset of Fig. 4.9). The e↵ect of modified PL is generally due to two factors (i) change in
absorption due to the di↵erence in incident local field intensities at the quantum emitter
and (ii) change in the environment, which causes an enhancement in the spontaneous emission. The quantum dots are on top of the spacer layer for the metamaterial sample and
the reference sample thus avoiding any light trapping e↵ects. Because the spacer and first
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layer environment of the QDs is the same in the control and the metamaterial sample, we
expect similar quantum yield dependence on wavelength due to near field interaction of the
quantum dots and the metallic structure. We observe reduction in PL intensity from the
metamaterial sample. This reduction is caused due to preferential emission into high
metamaterial modes [74]. As the high

k

k modes are evanescent outside the HMM, they

decay quickly and therefore do not reach the detector placed in the far-field. To outcouple
the light emitted into the high

k modes, one will have to use special phase matching

techniques like grating coupling [75, 76], mentioned in Chapter 3.
To demonstrate conclusively the presence of OTT, we carried out lifetime measurements
on two other samples in which the silver fill fractions were 33% and 23%, designated as
sample 2 and sample 3, respectively. Due to the di↵erence in the fill fractions, the transition
wavelength is di↵erent in these samples. These samples were also fabricated by the process of
physical vapor deposition as described previously. Schematic of samples 2 and 3 is shown in
Fig. 4.10(a). In sample 2, each TiO2 layer is 18 nm thick, while in sample 3 it is 30 nm thick.
The thickness of silver is the same in all three samples. Except for the thicknesses, all other
fabrication parameters are the same as described previously. Corresponding control samples
were also fabricated consisting of a single unit cell of samples 2 and 3 and a 10 nm thick
TiO2 spacer layer on top. A 25% v/v solution of colloidal CdSe/ZnS core-shell quantum
dots in toluene (obtained from Evident Technologies) with emission maximum at 621 nm
was deposited on the metamaterial and control structures via spin coating. The dielectric
constants of the constituent thin films were extracted using ellipsometry and were used to
obtain the e↵ective medium parameters of the two samples. E↵ective dielectric constants
of samples 2 and 3 are plotted in Figs. 4.10(b) and 4.10(c), respectively. The transition
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Figure 4.10: (a) Schematic of the metamaterial samples with 33% (sample 2) and 23%
(sample 3) fill fraction of silver, (b) and (c) E↵ective dielectric constants (real parts) of
samples 2 and 3, respectively, determined using e↵ective medium theory. The transition
wavelength is 596 nm and 699 nm for samples 2 and 3, respectively.
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wavelength for sample 2 is 596 nm while that for sample 3 is 699 nm. The PL emission
of the quantum dots lies in the wavelength range at which the transition from elliptical to
hyperbolic dispersion occurs in sample 2. However, in the case of sample 3, the PL emission
from the quantum dots lies deep inside the region of elliptical dispersion.

Figure 4.11: (Lifetime of the quantum dots as a function of wavelength on metamaterial
and control samples (a) with 33% fill fraction of silver (sample 2) and (b) with 23% fill
fraction of silver (sample 3). In figure (a), the quantum dots on the control sample shows
an increase in the lifetime with wavelength, while on the metamaterial there is almost no
change in lifetime due to the presence of the high-k metamaterial states. In figure (b), the
emission from the quantum dots lies deep inside the elliptical regime. There are no high-k
states in the metamaterial and both the metamaterial and control samples show an increase
in lifetime with wavelength.

Lifetime measurements were carried out on quantum dots deposited on the metamaterial
samples 2 and 3 as well as on their corresponding control samples. Results are shown in Figs.
4.11(a) and 4.11(b), respectively. The quantum dots deposited on sample 2 (with 33% fill
fraction) undergo topological transition. This is evident from the fact that the lifetimes on
the metamaterial does not increase as a function of wavelength whereas on the corresponding
control sample, the lifetime increases rapidly with wavelength due to the size distribution of
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quantum dots and the weak dependence of the oscillator strength on the energy as shown
in Fig. 4.11(a) [71–73]. However, the emission of quantum dots deposited on sample 3 lies
deep inside the elliptical dispersion regime and hence shows an increase in lifetime on both
the metamaterial and control samples as evident from Fig. 4.11(b).
To make any conclusions regarding the e↵ect of the OTT on the radiative lifetimes from
the measurement of the total decay rates, the contribution of the high-k metamaterial states
has to be distinguished from non-radiative decay and the SPP assisted decay of the unit
cell. Because the spacer and first layer environment of the QDs is the same in the control
and the metamaterial sample, we expect similar quantum yield dependence on wavelength
due to near field interaction of the QDs and the metallic structure. Thus, to account for
purely the contribution from the high-k metamaterial states, to the overall lifetime change,
we normalize the QD lifetime on the metamaterials with that on the control samples (Fig.
4.12). The controls for the three samples are di↵erent and correspond to the unit cell of
each metamaterial sample. To compare these three samples, which have OTTs at di↵erent
wavelengths, we normalize the wavelength with respect to the transition wavelength, with
positive and negative corresponding to the hyperbolic and elliptical dispersion regimes,
respectively.
We clearly observe a sharp reduction in the normalized lifetime of the samples with 29%
and 33% fill fractions that cross the transition wavelength, while the sample with 23% fill
fraction, which lies in the elliptical regime, does not show this reduction. Whereas the
combination of metal losses and finite thickness of layers leads to a smooth crossover, the
signature of the transition is clear from the reduction in the normalized lifetime in the
hyperbolic regime. The di↵erence in the absolute value of the normalized lifetimes in the
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Figure 4.12: The lifetime on the metamaterial structures normalized w.r.t the control samples. The wavelength axis has been normalized w.r.t the transition wavelength to compare
the three samples. Here, positive and negative correspond to hyperbolic and elliptical dispersion regimes, respectively. The samples with fill fractions of 29% and 33% show the OTT
manifested through sharp reduction in spontaneous emission lifetime when crossing over to
the hyperbolic dispersion regime. On the contrary, the sample with 23% fill fraction, which
lies in the elliptical dispersion regime does not show such a reduction in lifetime. The experimentally observed transition is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction of Fig.
4.2
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two samples that show the transitions is due to the di↵ering fill fractions (29% vs 33%) and
associated di↵erence in the dielectric constants. Thus, the changes in the lifetime observed
experimentally in these metamaterial structures can be attributed to the increase in the
photonic density of states that manifests when the system goes through the topological
transition in its iso-frequency surface from an ellipsoid to a hyperboloid, in good agreement
with the theoretical prediction of Fig. 4.2.

4.4

Wetting properties of silver film and percolation

Silver has poor wetting properties when deposited on dielectric materials. Consequently,
silver films of thicknesses less than 20 nm tend to percolate and form islands. The size
of the islands as well as the connectivity between them depends on the film thickness as
well as the underlying material. Fig. 4.13 shows a transmission electron microscope (TEM)
image of the 9 nm thick silver layer used in the metamaterial. This layer is grown on a
TiO2 layer. It is evident that the film is not continuous. It has been shown that [77], silver
films of thicknesses 9 nm, grown on a fused silica subsrate form inter-connected islands as
opposed to discrete particles. Therefore, even though the film is not uniform and continuous,
because the islands are not isolated, such a film can still support extended surface plasmon
modes [78]. Furthermore, silver has better wetting properties on TiO2 than other dielectric
materials [79]. It has been shown that on clean vacancy-free TiO2 (110) surfaces, 0.1-nm-thick
Ag deposits form a two-dimensional (2D) layer. When the thickness of the silver overlayer
is increased, 3D clusters appear which then merge to form a continuous 3D film beyond a
critical thickness called the percolation threshold. For these reasons, we believe that even
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Figure 4.13: TEM image of a 9 nm thick silver film. It is grown on a 22 nm thick TiO2 layer
and has a 10 nm thick TiO2 layer on top
though our silver film appears percolated, it can still support extended SPP modes. It is
not possible to conclude the presence of an underlying 2D silver film from the TEM image.
This can only be done by taking a cross-sectional TEM image.

4.5

Conclusion

We have established the occurrence of OTT in two metamaterial structures using spontaneous emission from a quantum emitter as the probe. Absence of OTT in a structure that
lies solely in the elliptical dispersion phase has also been demonstrated. A host of interesting
e↵ects can transpire at the transition wavelength such as the sudden appearance of resonance
cones, which are characteristic of hyperbolic metamaterials [80], enhanced nonlinear e↵ects
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as well as abrupt changes in the electromagnetic energy density. We expect the OTT to be
the basis for a number of applications of both fundamental and technological importance
using metamaterial-based control of light-matter interaction.
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Chapter 5

Tunable Hyperbolic Metamaterials
Utilizing Phase Change
Heterostructures

5.1

Introduction and Motivation

The optical properties of metamaterials are determined by the materials constituting
the structure as well as the size of the basic unit cell. Once a metamaterial structure is
fabricated, it is not possible to tune or control its properties externally. Usually, hyperbolic
metamaterials are realized using metal-dielectric composites where the dielectric constants
of the metal and the insulating phase as well as their respective fill fractions determine the
spectral range of hyperbolic dispersion. In almost all the demonstrations to date, this range
has been fixed due to the difficulty in tuning the dielectric constants or the fill fraction after
fabrication of the structure. The goal of this project is to develop a tunable hyperbolic
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metamaterial which exploits the metal-insulator phase transition that occurs in transition
metal oxides to tune the e↵ective dielectric constant in a heterostructure.

Insulator to metal transition in vanadium dioxide
Correlated transition metal oxides such as vanadium dioxide (VO2 ) exhibit a drastic drop
in their resistivity in the presence of an applied perturbation. This perturbation can be in the
form of heat, electric field or optical pulses [81]. In the case of VO2 , the resistivity decreases
by upto five orders of magnitude when it is heated beyond a specific temperature called
the transition temperature. This sharp change in the material property is termed metalinsulator transition (MIT). At room temperature, VO2 is an insulator with a monoclinic
MoO2 structure. Upon heating beyond the transition temperature (⇡ 70o C), its structure
changes to tetragonal rutile form. This change in structural form is accompanied by the
sharp drop in resistivity. This e↵ect of VO2 has been exploited in making ultrafast switches
and sensors as well as optical devices [82] including in developing tunable metamaterials
[83–85]. Recently, this e↵ect was used to develop a plasmonic switch that works at the
communication wavelength [86].
In this work, we exploit the insulator to metal phase transition in VO2 to tune the
dispersion of the metal-free anisotropic metamaterial from elliptical to hyperbolic [87].
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the metamaterial consisting of alternate layers of VO2 and TiO2

5.2
5.2.1

Experiment
Design and Fabrication

We consider a metamaterial that has a uniaxial form of the dielectric tensor
✏ = diag(✏xx , ✏yy , ✏zz ), where ✏xx = ✏yy = ✏k and ✏zz = ✏? . As discussed in Chapter 3, the
optical iso-frequency surface for TM-polarized waves propagating in such a material is given
by:
kx2 + ky2 kz2
!2
+
= 2
✏?
✏k
c

(5.1)

When ✏k ✏? > 0, the optical iso-frequency surface is an ellipsoid. On the other hand, when
✏k ✏? < 0, the optical iso-frequency curve takes the form of a hyperboloid and the metamaterial is said to exhibit strong anisotropy.
The metamaterial studied in this work consists of alternating layers of VO2 and titanium
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dioxide (TiO2 ) as shown schematically in Fig.5.1. The layered geometry in addition to being
the simplest to realize hyperbolic dispersion using a heterostructure also allows us to tune the
degree of anisotropy by controlling the fill fraction of the constituent layers. The TiO2 and
VO2 layers were deposited by magnetron sputtering in a pure Ar atmosphere onto c-plane
sapphire from TiO2 and V2 O5 targets, respectively [88]. The substrate temperature and
growth pressure were kept constant at 550o C and 5 mTorr during the deposition. The growth
rate of TiO2 and VO2 were calibrated by x-ray reflectivity and ellipsometry measurements.

5.2.2

Electrical and Structural Characterization

The in-plane electrical properties of VO2 were measured using a Keitheley 2635A instrument with samples placed on a temperature-controlled stage. The resistance values were
calculated by linear fitting of the voltage-current curves. Fig. 5.2(a) shows the normalized in-plane resistance versus temperature curves of VO2 films on c-plane sapphire and on a
TiO2 /VO2 /sapphire structure, respectively. The VO2 thin films on sapphire exhibit a metalinsulator transition with more than three orders of magnitude change in its resistivity at a
transition temperature of

72o C as determined by the Gaussian fit of the d lnR/dT curve.

VO2 thin film deposited on a TiO2 /VO2 1-period structure on sapphire also show similar
electrical properties. X-ray di↵raction data were acquired with Cu K radiation by 2- coupled
scan using a triple-axis Bruker D-8 high resolution XRD di↵ractometer. Fig.5.2(b) shows the
2- coupled scan of the 1 period TiO2 /VO2 structure on sapphire. VO2 is found to be single
phase epitaxial on sapphire with its (010) plane parallel to the c-plane of sapphire substrates.
The two di↵raction peaks from TiO2 indicate coexistence of (001) anatase and (100) rutile
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: (a) Normalized electrical resistance of VO2 grown directly on c-plane sapphire
and grown on TiO2 /VO2 structure on sapphire spanning the phase transition. (b) 2- coupled
x-ray di↵raction scan from VO2 /TiO2 /c-sapphire. The four peaks (from left to right) correspond to (1) TiO2 Anatase (004), (2) TiO2 Rutile (200), (3) VO2 (020) and (4) Al2 O3 (000
12) and (c) AFM image of the surface of a two-period TiO2 /VO2 on sapphire sample. Sharp
interface between VO2 and TiO2 is desired to achieve anisotropy and hyperbolic dispersion
in the metallic phase of VO2 . The surface roughness of the structure is 2.2 nm, while the
total thickness of the structure is 70 nm.
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phase. Although rutile TiO2 is thermodynamically more favorable than anatase, the anatase
phase is kinetically stabilized at 550o C, consistent with previous studies of epitaxial TiO2
growth on c-plane sapphire at similar temperature [89]. This indicates that the epitaxial
VO2 layer on sapphire can serve as a bu↵er layer for the growth of TiO2 . X-ray di↵ractions
from multi-period samples show similar di↵raction pattern and peak positions, indicating
that the epitaxial relation is maintained in multi-period samples. However, the growth of a
TiO2 layer on VO2 weakens the metal insulator transition possibly due to di↵usion of Ti into
VO2 at higher growth temperatures. This is discussed in greater detail in the last section.
In order for the metamaterial to have hyperbolic dispersion with large anisotropy, smooth
surface and interfaces between VO2 and TiO2 are desired. The epitaxial growth of VO2 is
characterized by nucleation, island formation and grain growth during sputtering. Therefore, the surface roughness of VO2 is determined by the size of grains and small grain size is
desired for the present study. This was achieved by carefully tuning the growth conditions
such as deposition temperatures (relatively low temperature) and oxygen partial pressure (no
oxygen flow) over the course of several experiments to achieve phase purity in the respective
layers. The surface morphology of a 2-period TiO2 /VO2 on sapphire sample measured using
an Asylum atomic force microscopy (AFM) is shown in Fig.5.2(c). The RMS roughness is
2.2 nm with lateral grain size of about 100 nm while the total thickness of the structure is
about 70 nm. AFM measurements on a 1-period TiO2 /VO2 sample show similar relative
roughness.
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5.2.3

Optical Characterization

The individual VO2 and TiO2 thin films were characterized optically by Variable Angle
Spectroscopic Elllipsometry (VASE) measurements using a Woollam M2000 ellipsometer.
To obtain the optical properties of VO2 film as a function of temperature, the sample was
placed in a heat cell (HTC 100) during ellipsometric measurements. A Drude-Lorentz model
[90] was used to model the optical properties of VO2 as a function of frequency:
✏(!) = ✏1 +

1
X
n=0

En2

An E n
Ad Brd
+
E 2 iBrn E E 2 + iBrd E

(5.2)

The first term is purely real and is the contribution from high-frequency electronic transitions.
The second term is the sum of multiple Lorentz oscillators with amplitude An and broadening
Brn centered at energy En . The third term is the Drude term that accounts for contribution
from free electrons when VO2 becomes metallic. Here, the parameter Ad is related to the
plasma frequency. The first two terms are used to model the ellipsometry data below the
transition temperature. All three terms are required to model the dielectric function of VO2
above the transition temperature. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the oscillator parameters that
models the ellipsometric data of a single layer of VO2 at room temperature and at 130o C,
according to the equation (5.2). The value of ✏1 was 3.19 and 3.12, at room temperature
and 130o C, respectively.
The dielectric function of VO2 at room temperature and at 130o C based on the parameters in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are shown in Fig. 5.3. The dielectric constant of TiO2 as a function
of wavelength is obtained by performing VASE measurements on a single layer deposited on
a sapphire substrate, and is shown in Fig.5.3(b). Once the single layers were characterized,
the metamaterial structure was fabricated by depositing alternating layers of VO2 and TiO2
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Table 5.1: Values of the parameters of Lorentz oscillators for VO2 at room temperature
Oscillator

An

En

Brn

1

1.359

1.02

1.2476

2

3.8014

1.39

1.6629

3

2.38

3.45

1.34

4

1.60

4.28

2.24

5

8.20

2.98

0.997

Table 5.2: Values of the parameters of Lorentz-Drude oscillators for VO2 at 130o C
Oscillator

An

En

Brn

Ad

Brd

1

6.612

2.87

1.006

-

-

2

5.325

3.46

0.511

-

-

3

-3.464

5.26

6.437

-

-

4

-

-

-

19.051

0.7346

on a sapphire substrate (Fig. 5.1). The thicknesses of the individual VO2 and TiO2 layers
estimated from X-Ray Reflectometry (XRR) measurements were found to be 23±2 nm and
12±1 nm, respectively. Ellipsometric measurements were then carried out on the multilayered sample as a function of temperature to obtain the ‘e↵ective’ dielectric constant of VO2
on the entire structure. Dielectric constant of TiO2 obtained from measurements on a single
layer was used in modeling the multilayered structure. While fitting the ellipsometry data,
the individual VO2 and TiO2 layers were assumed to be coupled to each other. The data
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Dielectric constants (real and imaginary) of (a) identical VO2 samples in the insulator and metallic phases, and (b) a TiO2 layer, determined using ellipsometric measurements
was fit using the procedure for fitting ellipsometry data from layered structures described in
Chapter 2. For fitting the data at room temperature, the fit parameters were the amplitudes
An (n=1,3,5) and broadenings Brn (n=1,3,5) and ✏1 . First, An (n=1,3) and Brn (n=1,3)
were kept as the fit parameters. Once a reasonable fit was obtained, these parameters were
turned o↵ and the data was fitted again with the other parameters turned on. For fitting
the data at 130o C, the fit parameters were the amplitudes A1 , Ad and broadenings Br1 ,
Brd and ✏1 . Ellipsometry data from the multilayered sample are then fitted to retrieve the
dielectric constant of VO2 as a function of wavelength, at di↵erent temperatures. Figs. 5.4
(a) and (b) show the experimental and fitted curves of the ellipsometry parameter

on the

3-period structure, at room temperature and at 130o C, respectively. The agreement between
the experimental and fitted curves are particularly good at 130o C, with a mean square error
of 3.00. At room temperature, even though the fits are not as good, the mean square error of
28.0 is considered acceptable since the data is fit over a broad spectral range and over many
di↵erent angles [91]. Fig. 5.5(a) shows the dielectric constant (real and imaginary) of VO2
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Measured (dashed lines) and fitted (solid lines) values of ellipsometry parameter
on the 3-period structure at, (a) room temperature and (b) 130o C.
on the 3-period structure, at room temperature and at 130o C, retrieved from ellipsometry
measurements. The real part of the dielectric constant becomes negative for wavelengths
beyond 1190 nm. Figs. 5.5(b) and (c) show the reflection spectrum of p-polarized light from
the 3-period stucture at three di↵erent angles. The modeled reflection spectra are also shown.
The agreement between the experiment and model are reasonably good, particularly at 130o
C, implying that the dielectric constants extracted from ellipsometry are accurate. From
the dielectric constants of VO2 and TiO2 as well as the thicknesses of the layers, e↵ective
dielectric constants of the structure are then determined using e↵ective medium theory.

E↵ective dielectric constants
Fig. 5.6(a) shows the plot of the e↵ective dielectric constants as a function of wavelength
when the multilayered structure is at room temperature. Since both VO2 and TiO2 are nonmetallic, both ✏k and ✏? are positive throughout the spectrum and the optical iso-frequency
curve takes the shape of an ellipsoid due to the slight anisotropy in the dielectric constants, as
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.5: (a) Dielectric constants (real and imaginary) of VO2 on the 3-period structure,
extracted from ellipsometry measurements, (b) and (c) Experimental (scatter points) and
modeled (solid lines) reflection spectra of the 3-period structure, at RT and at 130o C. The
agreement between the model and experimental data are reasonably good, particularly at
130o C, indicating that the dielectric constants extracted from ellipsometry are accurate.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: The e↵ective dielectric constants of the multilayered structure determined using
ellispometry and e↵ective medium theory at (a) room temperature where both ✏k and ✏? are
positive throughout the spectrum resulting in an ellipsoidal iso-frequency surface and (b) at
130o C where the VO2 has undergone phase transition to metallic phase causing the ✏k to
become negative beyond 1560 nm and resulting in hyperbolic dispersion. (c) The contours of
the optical iso-frequency surface of the structure at 1650nm, at room temperature (dashed
curve) and at 130o C (solid curve). Due to the insulator to metal transition in VO2 , the closed
contour at room temperature transforms into an open one as the metamaterial is heated.
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shown in Fig. 5.6(c). However, when the metamaterial is heated to a temperature of 130o C,
due to the insulator - metal transition in VO2 , ✏k < 0 for wavelengths beyond 1566nm while
✏? > 0 in the entire spectrum, as shown in Fig. 5.6(b). Consequently, the optical isofrequency surface transitions into a hyperboloid at wavelengths beyond 1566nm (Fig. 5.6(c)
- solid curve).

Figure 5.7: Optical and electrical properties of the structure across the VO2 phase transition.
Left vertical axis corresponds to e↵ective in-plane dielectric constant at 1650nm . ll undergoes
a sharp decrease and becomes negative beyond 95o C. Right vertical axis corresponds to
normalized resistance of VO2 on a 1-period structure as a function of temperature. Inset
shows ✏k at 1000nm as a function of temperature where no transition into the hyperbolic
regime is observed.

In Fig. 5.7, we plot the e↵ective in-plane dielectric constant as a function of temperature
at 1650 nm to demonstrate the tunability of the dispersion. Here, ✏k , which is positive at
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lower temperatures, decreases sharply as the temperature increases and becomes negative
for temperatures beyond 95o C, with the largest change happening around 70o C. This temperature dependence is identical to the decrease of electrical resistance of VO2 (gray squares
Fig. 5.7). This similarity in the optical and electrical characteristics is due to the change in
free carrier concentration as the sample is heated and transitions from a Lorentz regime to
a Lorentz-Drude regime. Beyond 120o C the free carrier concentration saturates and hence
the optical and electrical properties show minimal change. On the contrary, at 1000nm
(inset Fig. 5.7), which lies in the elliptical dispersion regime, even at higher temperatures
there is hardly any change in ✏k . This is because, at 1000nm, VO2 does not exhibit metallic
properties even at high temperatures.

E↵ect of number of layers on insulator to metal transition of VO2
We observed that the optical properties of VO2 in the multilayered structures were different from that of a single layer. As the number of the TiO2 /VO2 periods increase in
the multilayered structure, VO2 shows weaker plasmonic behavior. To understand this, we
studied how the properties of VO2 are a↵ected when multiple layers are deposited on top.
Fig. 5.8(a) shows the dielectric constants of VO2 measured by ellipsometry, on a 1period structure and a 3-period structure. It is observed that on the 3-period structure VO2
tends to be less plasmonic. Fig. 5.8(b) compares the electrical properties of VO2 films in
di↵erent structures. As discussed before, the VO2 thin films grown on top of TiO2 /VO2
layers exhibit similar properties with the ones directly grown on c-plane sapphire, which is
manifested by the similar peak shape and positions in the d lnR/ dT curves. The transition
temperature of both films is around 72o C with a width of 15o C. However, the transition is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: (a) Dielectric constant (real and imaginary) of VO2 on a 1-period structure and
a 3-period structure, at 130o C. VO2 behaves as a weaker metal on the 3-period structure.
(b) d lnR/dT curve as a function of temperature to compare the metal-insulator transition
of VO2 films in di↵erent environments. Compared to a single VO2 film, the transition is
weaker on a VO2 /TiO2 /VO2 structure. VO2 film on a heterostructure after etching away
the top TiO2 layer shows a much weaker transition. This could be due to interdi↵usion of
Ti into VO2 at high temperatures during growth as well as damage of VO2 during etching.
slightly weaker on the VO2 /TiO2 /VO2 film. This is likely due to the coexistence of anatase
and rutile phase of TiO2 , anatase phase of TiO2 is less ideal for the growth of VO2 than
rutile TiO2 that is isostructural to metallic VO2 . In addition, the growth of TiO2 may also
influence the electrical properties of the underlying VO2 layer. To probe this e↵ect, the top
TiO2 layer was etched away from a TiO2 /VO2 /c-sapphire structure in an Ar/CF4/O2 gas
mixture using reactive ion etching. The d ln R/dT curve of the VO2 layer after etching
away TiO2 has a smaller peak magnitude and broader transition as shown in Fig. 5.8(b).
Such suppression of the metal-insulator transition in VO2 could be related to subtle interdi↵usion of Ti into VO2 during TiO2 deposition. The change in metal-insulator transition
characteristics of VO2 underneath TiO2 explains the weaker metallic behavior of VO2 in the
three-period structure. Additionally, the interface roughness increases as more periods of
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TiO2 /VO2 layers are added onto the structure. Consequently, in a structure with more than
three periods, the hyperbolic dispersion disappeared in the studied spectral range although
the top VO2 layer did show a weak insulator to metal transition.

5.3

Conclusion

We developed a non-manetic layered nano-composite structure with VO2 as one of its
constituent elements. We exploited the insulator-to-metal transition in VO2 to tune the
optical properties of this structure. The tunability of the optical properties was established
by carrying out ellipsometric measurements on the structure as a function of temperature.
At room temperature, both the in-plane and out-of-plane dielectric constants of the layered
VO2 /TiO2 anisotropic metamaterial are positive. However as the metamaterial is heated
across the phase transition temperature of VO2 , the in-plane dielectric constant shows a
sharp transition from positive to negative values resulting in a change in the topology of the
optical iso-frequency curve from closed ellipsoid to open hyperboloid. This transition results
in modification of physical parameters such as dynamics of propagating waves supported by
the system and the photon density of states as was noted previously [31] . The possibility to
dynamically tune the iso-frequency surface using external perturbations as shown here points
to interesting research directions in contemporary e↵orts to control light-matter interaction.
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Part II
Control of Light-matter Interaction
using Photonic Crystals
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Photonic crystals are artifically structured materials of size scales of the order of the
wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation they interact with. They present a periodic
modulation of the refractive index to an incoming beam of light which results in strong
scattering processes. Only photons of certain energy are allowed to exist with the material.
This results in modification of the allowed photon density of states with the photonic crystal,
which, in turn, can be exploited to modify light-matter interaction.
Chapter 6 gives a brief introduction to photonic crystals and discusses the origin of the
band structure. In Chapter 7, we show how the change in the photon density of states in
a three dimensional photonic crystal can be exploited to reduce the rate of spontaneous
emission of a fluorescent dye.
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Chapter 6

Introduction to Photonic Crystals and
band structure
Photonic crystals (PCs) are artificially engineered structures in which the length scale of
unit cell is of the order of the operating wavelength and the dielectric constant undergoes
a spatially periodic variation [34][35]. This can be achieved by constructing a composite
with materials of di↵erent dielectric constants. Thus, a PC working in the optical range
of the electromagnetic spectrum will present a modulation of the dielectric function with a
period of the order of one micron; one designed for microwaves should be modulated with a
period of a few centimetres. PCs are similar to solid state crystals. In an electronic crystal,
an electron experiences a periodic variation in the electric potential [92], while in a PC, a
photon experiences a periodic modulation in the dielectric constant. Some natural examples
of PCs are the multilayered structure of pearls, the flashing wings of several insects and
natural opals. PCs are classified into one-dimensioanl (1D), two-dimensional (2D) or threedimensional (3D) depending on whether the periodicity is in one, two or three dimensions,
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respectively.

6.1

Scattering of Light in PCs and the origin of the
band-gap

Light scattering from a PC is analogous to the Bragg di↵raction of X-rays in solid-state
crystals. Light incident on a PC gets scattered from multiple planes. For certain frequencies,
this scattered light interferes constructively and gets reflected back from the PC and therefore
does not propagate inside the PC. The range of frequencies over which this occurs is called
the photonic band gap. The spectral location of the band-gap also depends on the direction
of wave-vector or angle of incidence of the incident light. If we plot this dependence of the
photon energy as a function of wave-vector, we get the band-structure of the PC.
A more rigorous approach to explaining the bandstructure is to account for the vectorial
nature of the electromagnetic radiation. This can be done by expanding the electromagnetic
fields in plane waves and solving the Maxwell equations exactly in a numerical fashion.
Assuming a plane wave solution, Maxwell’s equations for Ampere’s law and Faraday’s law
can be combined to give the vector Helmholtz equation for the magnetic field:
r⇥



1
!2
r ⇥ H(r) = 2 H(r)
✏(r)
c

This is an eigenvalue equation for the magnetic field. The operator ⇥ = r ⇥

(6.1)
1
r⇥
✏(r)

that

acts on the magnetic field can be shown to be Hermitian, with real and positive eigen values.
Solving this equation, one can find the allowed modes. The geometrical symmetry of a PC
makes it easier to solve this equation.
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Translational symmetry, Brillouin Zone and the bandstructure
As mentioned previously, a PC presents a periodic modulation of the dielectric constant
to an incoming electromagnetic field i.e., ✏(r ± a) = ✏(r), where a is the lattice constant.
This discrete translational symmetry of the PC allows us to write the magnetic field as a
plane wave modulated by a function that has the same periodicity as the lattice.
Hk (r) = eik·r uk (r) = eik·r uk (r + a)

(6.2)

Inserting equation (6.2) into the Helmholtz equation, we obtain,
L̂uk = (ik + r) ⇥



1
!2
(ik + r) ⇥ uk = 2 uk
✏(r)
c

(6.3)

This is an eigenvalue equation with eigenvalue ! and eigenvector uk , with the wave-vector
k as a free parameter.
An important characteristic of the Bloch states is that di↵erent values of k do not necessarily lead to di↵erent modes. Specifically, a mode with wave vector k and a mode with wave
vector k + G are the same mode, where G is a vector in reciprocal lattice space which is the
Fourier transform of the real lattice space. This is because of the condition that G · a = 2⇡N
(where N is an integer). Therefore, if k is incremented by G, there is no phase di↵erence
, thereby giving the same physical mode. This implies that there is a lot of redundancy in
the label k. The region of the reciprocal space containing non-redundant k-values that lies
closest to the origin is called the first Brillouin zone. This corresponds to

⇡
a

k

⇡
.
a

Therefore, when solving equation (6.3), one needs to consider only those k-values that lie
within the first Brillouin zone. Solution of equation (6.3) gives the bandstructure that plots
the eigenvalues ! as a function of the wavevector k.
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Figure 6.1: Bandstructure of a rectangular lattice composed of cynlindrical rods in air, for
TE polarized light. This structure exhibits a complete photonic bandgap (shaded region)
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Figure 6.1 shows the bandstructure of a 2D photonic crystal composed of cylindrical rods
arranged in the form of a rectangular lattice, for TE polarized light, obtained by solving equation (6.3). The y-axis is the normalized frequency while the x-axis is the wave-vector. The
symbols , X etc denote the high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone of the rectangular
lattice. The important thing to be observed here is that there are a range of frequencies for
which no allowed modes exist for all values of the wave-vector k. This is the photonic band
gap. The width of the bandgap is determined by the refractive index contrast between the
two materials composing the PC. The larger the refractive index contrast, the stronger the
scattering, resulting in a wider bandgap. The spectral position of the bandgap is determined
by the size of the unit cell.
Bandgaps can be complete or partial depending on whether modes are allowed to exist
in all directions in the reciprocal lattice space or in just one direction or a plane.
In the next chapter, we will discuss the modification of photoluminescence of a dye
embedded in a 3D photonic crystal exhibiting a partial photonic bandgap.
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Chapter 7

Photoluminescence Modification in
Self-Assembled Fluorescent 3D
Photonic Crystals

7.1

Introduction and Motivation

A three-dimensional photonic crystal is the the optical analogue of an ordinary crystal. It
is a dielectric structure that is periodic along three di↵erent axes. There are a larger number
of possible geometries for a 3D photonic crystal, most of which have an incomplete photonic bandgap.The 3D geometries that exhibit complete photonic bandgaps are the diamond
lattice, Yablonovite and Woodpile structures. An inverse opal fcc structure with a large
enough refractive index contrast can also provide a narrow but complete photonic bandgap
[34]. Such structures are comparitively more difficult to fabricate. The most common and
simplest way to create a 3D photonic crystal is from self-assembly of dielectric spheres. This
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will result in the formation of an opal 3D PC in the face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice structure. Although, such a system does not exhibit a complete photonic bandgap, due to a
reduction in the allowed number of electromagnetic modes, there will be a modification in
the available photon density of states. In the Wigner-Weiskopf approximation, the radiative
decay rate is described by the Fermi golden rule that takes into account the local density of
states (LDOS). LDOS is the number of electromagnetic modes available at a specific location
of the emitter into which photons can be emitted. A photonic crystal presents a bandgap
in which photons of specific frequencies are not allowed to propagate in certain directions.
Consequently an emitter whose frequency of emission lies in the bandgap will have a smaller
number of allowed photon modes to decay into, leading to a modification of the decay rate.
Several experiments have been reported in this regard using dye or quantum dot infiltrated
3D photonic crystals [36, 37, 93–98]. In almost all of these studies, except [99], the emissive species was infiltrated into a passive 3D structure. In contrast, in the present work,
we demonstrate the photoluminescence (PL) modification from self-assembled 3D photonic
crystals fabricated using fluorescent polystyrene (PS) microspheres. The goal of this work
to study whether placing the emitter at predefined locations within the PC matrix produces
a more significant change in the lifetime.
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7.2
7.2.1

Experimental Section
Fabrication

The colloidal photonic crystal is made using 300 ± 3 nm diameter polystyrene (PS)
microspheres. The choice of the diameter of the spheres is dictated by the need for the
first-order photonic bandgap of the crystal to coincide with the photoluminescence (PL)
spectrum of the embedded dye. The PS microspheres are internally tagged with a fluorescent
dye emitting in the red region of the visible spectrum and are purchased from Thermo
Fisher Scientific. The fluorescent PS microspheres are washed three times with deionized
water by repeated ultra-sonication and centrifugation. The supernatant is extracted after
each centrifugation step to remove excessive surfactant. After the final washing step, the
volume is reduced to result in a concentration of 0.3% (w/v). The 0.3% (w/v) suspension is
poured into a polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) cell. Subsequently, an acid-cleaned silicon
wafer is placed vertically into the cell and the assembly setup is placed inside an oven at
60o C for approximately 3 hours. As the solvent evaporates, the fluorescent PS microspheres
convectively assemble onto the silicon wafer forming a photonic crystal in the face centered
cubic structure with a lattice constant of 424 nm. A high-resolution scanning electron
microscope (HR-SEM) image [100] of an examplary sample is shown in Fig. 7.1.

7.2.2

Optical Characterization

Angle resolved reflectivity measurements are carried out to determine the band structure
experimentally. Light from a tungsten halogen source is incident on the (111) plane of
the crystal. The reflected light is collected by a CCD based fiber coupled spectrometer.
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Figure 7.1: HR-SEM image of 50 degree tilt cross-sectional 300 nm red fluorescent
polystyrene colloidal assembly. Scale bar 1 µm.
The steady state photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the dye is obtained using Horiba
Fluoromax3. This device uses a mercury light source and a monochromator to excite the dye
and photomultiplier tube to detect the emitted photons. The collection angle is measured
with respect to the normal to the (111) plane. Time resolved PL studies are also carried out
to understand the e↵ect of the photonic crystal on the lifetime of the dye. A time correlated
single photon counting (TCSPC) technique is used with a solid-state laser emitting at 467
nm at a pulse rate of 1 MHz and a pulse width of 200 ps as excitation source and a PMT as
the detector, as described in Chapter 2.
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7.3

Results and Discussion

Fig. 7.2 (a) shows the band structure of the photonic crystal sample simulated using a
plane wave expansion method to solve the master equation and simulate the bandstructure
(bandsolve from Rsoft Inc.). Angle resolved reflectivity measurements are carried out on the
sample to determine the bandstructure experimentally (Fig. 7.2(b))

Figure 7.2: (a) Bandstructure of the photonic crystal simulated using a PWE method. The
black dots correspond to the maxima of reflectivity for di↵erent angles and (b) Reflectivity
for di↵erent angles of incidence (the plots have been shifted along the vertical axis for clarity)
The L direction corresponds to normal incidence and increasing the angle of incidence
corresponds to varying the in-plane wave vector, kk from L through U points of the Brillouin
zone of the fcc lattice[9]. Peaks in the experimental data correspond to photon energies,
which are not allowed to exist within the photonic crystal. The peak moves to higher
energies as the angle of incidence is increased in accordance with the simulated dispersion
diagram in Fig. 7.2(a). As the angle of incidence approaches 45o , a second peak starts
appearing in the reflectivity data. This is caused by Bragg di↵raction from the (200) plane
and occurs when kk approaches the U point of the Brillouin zone [101]. The circles in Fig.
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7.2(a) represent the reflectivity peak for di↵erent angles. It can be seen that there is excellent
agreement between the reflectivity peaks obtained from experiment with that obtained from
the simulated bandstructure.

Figure 7.3: (a) Steady state PL emission (black curve) from the colloidal solution of particles
overlapped with reflectivity spectrum (red curve) from the photonic crystal for 35o angle. (b)
Comparison of reflectivity (solid and dotted lines) and normalized PL (line+points) for two
di↵erent collection angles. The minima in the respective PLs overlap with the corresponding
maxima in reflectivity.

The steady state PL spectrum from a colloidal solution of the particles and the reflectivity
from the photonic crystal sample for an angle of incidence of 35o are shown in Fig. 7.3(a).
It is evident that the fluorescent dye, which is infiltrated into the particles, has a very
broad emission spectrum compared to the width of the reflectivity. There is a good overlap
between the PL spectrum and the photonic band structure of the system. As a result, the
density of photon states in the system will be reduced which in turn a↵ects the radiative
decay rate of the fluorescent dye. The steady state emission of the dye from the photonic
crystal is collected as a function of angle. The data obtained is normalized with respect
to the steady state emission of the colloidal solution of particles. The normalized PL for
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di↵erent angles is compared with the corresponding reflectivity from the photonic crystal
sample in Fig. 7.3(b). It is observed that there occurs a wavelength at which the intensity is
minimum, which is the same wavelength at which the reflectivity shows a maximum value.
The observed e↵ect is due to the presence of a photonic stop band that blue shifts with
the angle resulting in the suppression of spontaneous emission at di↵erent spectral positions
for di↵erent angles. We do not observe a total inhibition of the PL because the system we
have studied has an incomplete photonic bandgap and hence although the available photon
density of states is reduced, it is not zero. In addition to the reduction in intensity of
spontaneous emission at di↵erent angles, the overall density of states is also lowered. This,
in turn leads to a change in the lifetime of the emitter, which is studied using time resolved
photoluminescence measurements.
The radiative decay rate (and hence the lifetime) is dependent on the density of states
in the system. The density of states in a three-dimensional periodic structure [102] is given
by
X
u20 c2
⇢(!, r) =
2~✏0 (2⇡)3 ✏2 (r) n

Z

d3 k
BZ

|r ⇥ Hnk (r)|2
3!nk

(7.1)

where Hnk is the magnetic field for di↵erent bands n evaluated for di↵erent k values in the
Brillouin zone and is determined from the solution of the master equation. Since the field of
a certain frequency ! is not allowed to exist in the system for certain values of k in the LU
direction, the density of states at that frequency, according to the above equation is reduced.
Time resolved PL studies are carried out in order to estimate the variation in the lifetime due
to a reduction in the available photon density of states. Fig. 7.4 shows the PL lifetimes for
three di↵erent samples

colloidal solution, reference sample, and the photonic crystal. To
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identify whether a photonic crystal controls the emission rates requires the use of reference
systems with the same nanostructure as photonic systems [94]. The reference is made from
the photonic crystal sample by powdering it. From reflectivity measurements, we ensured
that there is no local ordering in the reference sample. This observation is further supported

Figure 7.4: Time resolved PL from the fluorescent photonic crystal, powdered fluorescent
particles and solution of fluorescent particles. The lifetime is the longest in the photonic
crystal sample due to the suppression of spontaneous emission in the photonic bandgap

by the fact that the solution and the reference sample show almost identical lifetimes. The
emitter inside the photonic crystal sample has a lifetime of 4.30 ± 0.18 ns, which represents
an increase in lifetime of 10% compared to that from the reference sample. The data shown
in Fig. 7.4 correspond to time resolved measurements carried out at the wavelength 588 ±
1 nm. Time resolved PL measurements carried out at other wavelengths also showed similar
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di↵erence between the lifetimes in the photonic crystal sample and the reference.

7.4

Conclusion

We have shown the e↵ect of a weak photonic band gap on the PL emission of a dye. The
photonic crystal is fabricated by the process of self-assembly of polystyrene microspheres.
In our system, the emitters are sitting inside the dielectric spheres and hence their locations
are predefined rather than being distributed randomly in the PC matrix. The PC was
optically characterized using reflectivity and PL measurements. An enhancement of 10%
in the lifetime is observed. The modification in steady state PL is mapped directly to the
reflectivity for di↵erent angles showing excellent agreement between the spectral positions
corresponding to the reflectivity peaks and the PL minima.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Outlook

8.1

Summary

This work carried out as part of this thesis has been an e↵ort at developing nanomaterials
targeted at modifying light-matter interaction. The materials have unique dispersion and
electromagnetic properties due to their structure. In particular, we have looked at two types
of materials with two length scales - (i) the size of the unit cell is much smaller than the
wavelength of light and (ii) the size of the unit cell is comparable to the wavelength and
scattering e↵ects play a prominent role.
(i) Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) - They are composed of alternate layers of metal
and dielectric of subwavelength thicknesses. In the e↵ective medium approximation, their
properties can be described based on the opposite signs of the e↵ective dielectric constants
in mutually orthogonal directions. As a result, their optical iso-frequency surface takes the
shape of a hyperboloid and in the ideal lossless limit, there is a divergence in the photon
density of states. In reality, their optical properties are ascribed to multiple coupled plasmon
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states that arise due to the interaction between surface plasmon polaritons that propagate
at adjacent metal-dielectric interfaces. These additional states in turn modify light-matter
interaction. In Chapter 4, we studied the optical topological transition, where we looked
at the consequences of transformation in topology of the optical isofrequency surface. This
was accomplished by studying the e↵ect on the spontaneous emission of colloidal quantum
dots deposited on top of a metamaterial composed of alternate layers of silver and titanium
dioxide. By carrying out time resolved photoluminescence measurements on the quantum
dots, we observed that as the topology of the optical iso-frequency surface is transformed
from closed to open, there is a sharp drop in the normalized lifetime due to the appearance of
additional electromagnetic states beyond the transition wavelength. We also demonstrated
broadband control of spontaneous emission of the colloidal quantum dots.
In Chapter 5, we developed a tunable hyperbolic metamaterial where the topology of the
optical isofrequency curve can be transformed from closed to open by simply heating the
metamaterial. This was accomplished by exploiting the insulator to metal phase transition
in vanadium dioxide. The metamaterial was composed of 6 alternate layers of vanadium
dioxide and titanium dioxide. Based on ellipsometry measurements and e↵ective medium
theory, we extracted the e↵ective dielectric constants of this nanocomposite structure. We
observed that as the metamaterial is heated across the transition temperature of VO2 , the
in-plane e↵ective dielectric constant changes sign from positive to negative, while the outof-plane dielectric constants remains positive. Thus, by heating the metamaterial we were
able to transform the dispersion of the metamaterial from elliptical to hyperbolic.
(ii) Photonic Crystals - These are structures where the dielectric constant undergoes
a periodic modulation. As a result, incident light can undergo strong scattering leading
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to apperance of bandgaps where no modes exist in the system. We studied the e↵ect of
a 3D photonic crystal (PC) on the photoluminescence of a dye. The PC was fabricated
by the process of self-assembly using polystyrene microspheres of diameter 300 nm. The
microspheres were embedded with a fluoroscent dye that emits in the red region of the
visible spectrum. The dye was chosen such that its emission lies in the partial bandgap
of the PC. By carrying out steady state and time-resolved measurements we were able to
establish that the emission of the dye gets suppressed inside the bandgap, due to a reduction
in the available photon density of states.

8.2
8.2.1

Outlook
Tunable Hyperbolic Metamaterials

The main problem with the tunable HMM discussed in Chapter 5 is that the plasmonic
behavior of VO2 became weaker as more layers were added to the structure. This was due
to the interdifussion of Ti atoms into the underlying VO2 layer as well as due to the fact
that the TiO2 was not pure rutile. There was also some anatase TiO2 which causes lattice
mismatch and induces strain in the adjacent VO2 layer. This issue can be addressed by
having a very thin bu↵er layer (⇡ 2 nm thick) between the VO2 and TiO2 layers. Alumina
(Al2 O3 ) is a good candidate as a bu↵er material as it is very well matched epitaxially with
VO2 .
Another aspect of the tunable HMM that can be improved is the factor that triggers
the transition. From a device perspective, it is more attractive to use electric field instead
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of temperature to trigger the transiton. This can be accomplished by designing the HMM
with a metal such as Aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO) and VO2 . Such a system can be
triggered electrically as well unlike the other one which has non-conducting TiO2 layers in
between. The motivation behind using AZO is that it is less lossy than conventional metals
such as gold and silver [24, 103]. The AZO-VO2 HMM will be hyperbolic in the absence of
perturbation and will exhibit elliptical dispersion when an electric field is applied across it,
as VO2 becomes a metal in the presence of the perturbation.

8.2.2

General outlook for the field of HMMs

Hyperbolic metamaterials, owing to their exotic electromagnetic properties, have a lot
of potential applications, as mentioned earlier. One factor hindering the applications is the
large losses due to the presence of a plasmonic component. Recently, there have been e↵orts
to move to di↵erent material systems to reduce the losses. It has been shown that, by doping
semiconductors such as doped zinc oxide (ZnO), one can get metals whose properties can be
tailored by controlling the dopant concentration. Aluminum doped ZnO based metamaterial
has been shown to exhibit negative refraction [24, 103] whilst exhibitng less losses compared
to their counterparts that make use of pure metals. These demonstrations have been confined
to the infra-red part of the spectrum. However, in the visible, there are no such low loss
metals available yet. Developing such materials will be key to harnessing fully, the benefits
that HMMs o↵er in imaging and quantum optics.
Another hindrance to applications of HMMs, especially in quantum optics, was the extraction of light coupled to the high

k states. This has been addressed very recently by
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using grating coupling to extract and out-couple the light [75, 76].
It has been shown recently that a periodic stack of graphene layers can work as an HMM
in the terahertz region [104]. The advantage with such a system is that the transition in the
topology of the optical iso-frequency curve can be triggered electrically, by simply applying
a gate voltage. This can be considered as a THz analog of the elecrtically triggered tunable
HMM proposed earlier.
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Appendix A
MATLAB codes

A

Codes to plot optical isofrequency contours

A.1

Elliptical dispersion

1

%

Program to plot elliptical dispersion

2

%

3

%

4

%aˆ2=eps parallel; bˆ2=eps perp

5

clear

6

clc;

7

figure(1), hold off

% start a new figure

8

set(gca,'FontSize',14)

% adjust fontsize

9

kxmax = 5; kzmax = 5;

kzˆ2/aˆ2 + kxˆ2/bˆ2 = 1

10

kx = linspace(-kxmax,kxmax,1001);

11

epar = 1.67ˆ2; eperp = 1.49ˆ2;

% all variables

% array of x values for plot
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12

kz = sqrt(epar.*(1-(kx.ˆ2./eperp)));

% corresponding y values

13

kz=real(kz);

14

kz neg=-1*kz;

15

plot(kx,kz)

16

hold on

17

plot(kx,kz neg)

% Plot other half of hyperbola

18

%axis([-kxmax kxmax -kzmax kzmax])

% specify axis limits

19

xlabel('kx')

20

ylabel('kz')

21

%title(['Ellipse $kzˆ2/aˆ2 + kxˆ2/bˆ2 = 1$; $a$ = ', num2str(epar), ...

% add to current plot

', $b$ = ', num2str(eperp),'],'Interpreter','latex')

22

23

% Add axes

24

plot([0 0],[-kzmax kzmax],'k')

% y axis (black line - 'k')

25

plot([-kxmax kxmax],[0 0],'k')

% x axis

26

27

%for VO2 based 3-p MM; at 1650nm, eps parl = 7.027; eps perp=8.302

A.2

Hyperbolic dispersion

1

%

Program to plot hyperbolic dispersion

2

%

3

%

4

%

5

%aˆ2=eps parallel; bˆ2=eps perp

6

clear

7

clc;

-kzˆ2/aˆ2 + kxˆ2/bˆ2 = 1 (Type -II)
or

kzˆ2/aˆ2 - kxˆ2/bˆ2 = 1 (Type - I)

% all variables
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8

figure(1), hold off

% start a new figure

9

set(gca,'FontSize',14)

% adjust fontsize

10

kxmax = 30; kzmax = 10;

11

kx = linspace(-kxmax,kxmax,1001);

12

epar = 0.45; eperp = 4.70;

% array of x values for plot

13

14

kz = sqrt(epar.*((kx.ˆ2./eperp)-1)); % corresponding kz values for Type - II

15

% kz = sqrt(aˆ2.*(1+(kx.ˆ2./bˆ2))); % corresponding kz values for Type-I

16

kz=real(kz);

17

kz neg=-1*kz;

18

plot(kx,kz)

19

hold on

20

plot(kx,-kz)

21

axis([-kxmax kxmax -kzmax kzmax])

22

xlabel('kx')

23

ylabel('kz')

24

%title(['Hyperbola $kzˆ2/aˆ2 - kxˆ2/bˆ2 = 1$; $a$ = ', num2str(epar), ...

25

% add to current plot
% Plot other half of hyperbola
% specify axis limits

', $b$ = ', num2str(eperp),'],'Interpreter','latex')

26

% Add axes

27

plot([0 0],[-kzmax kzmax],'k')

% y axis (black line - 'k')

28

plot([-kxmax kxmax],[0 0],'k')

% x axis

29

30

%for VO2 based 3-p MM; at 130C; at 1650nm, eps parl = -0.45; eps perp=4.70
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B

Code to calculate e↵ective dielectric constants

1

clear all;

2

clc;

3

lambda=900:1:1700; %sets wavelengths

4

lamda=lambda*(10ˆ(-9));

5

6

layer1NK F = importdata('VO2.txt');%imports files with optical constants

7

layer2NK F = importdata('TiO2.txt'); %imports files with optical constants

8

layer1NK = interp1(layer1NK F(:,1),layer1NK F(:,2),lambda,'spline')

9

+i*interp1(layer1NK F(:,1),layer1NK F(:,3),lambda, 'spline');%interpolation

10

layer2NK = interp1(layer2NK F(:,1),layer2NK F(:,2),lambda,'spline')

11

+i*interp1(layer2NK F(:,1),layer2NK F(:,3),lambda, 'spline');%interpolation

12

e1=layer1NK.ˆ2;%epsilon of VO2

13

n1=sqrt(e1);%n+ik of VO2

14

e2=layer2NK.ˆ2;%epsilon of dielectric

15

a1=23*(10ˆ(-9));%thickness of metal

16

a2= 11.6*(10ˆ(-9));%thickness of dielectric

17

epsx 0 = (a1+a2).*e1.*e2./((a2.*e1)+(a1.*e2));%epsilon perpendicular

18

epsyz 0=((a1.*e1)+(a2.*e2))./(a1+a2);%epsilon parallel

19

eta=(real(epsx 0)./real(epsyz 0));

20

21

%plots epsilonparallel and perp

22

23

plot(lambda,[real(epsyz 0);imag(epsyz 0);real(epsx 0);imag(epsx 0)]);

24

legend('real epar','imag epar','real eper','imag eper');
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25

E=[lambda;real(epsyz 0)];

26

%Ap=A';

27

F=[lambda;imag(epsyz 0)];

28

%Bp=B';

29

G=[lambda;real(epsx 0)];

30

%Rp=R';

31

H=[lambda;imag(epsx 0)];

32

%Sp=S';

33

J=[lambda;eta];

34

f format = '%6.2f';

35

fid = fopen('epar0 real.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',E);

36

37

fclose(fid);

38

fid = fopen('epar0 imag.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',F);

39

40

fclose(fid);

41

fid = fopen('eper0 real.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',G);

42

43

fclose(fid);

44

fid = fopen('eper0 imag.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',H);

45

46

fclose(fid);

47

% fid = fopen('eta','w');

48

%

49

% fclose(fid);

fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',J);

50

51

%the following part writes the interpolated n and k values of
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52

%Ag (layer 1)and TiO2 (layer 2) to .dat files

53

K=[lambda;real(layer1NK)];

54

fid = fopen('layer1NK real.dat','w');

55

fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',K);

56

fclose(fid);

57

L=[lambda;imag(layer1NK)];

58

fid = fopen('layer1NK imag.dat','w');

59

fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',L);

60

fclose(fid);

61

M=[lambda;real(layer2NK)];

62

fid = fopen('layer2NK real.dat','w');

63

fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',M);

64

fclose(fid);

65

N=[lambda;imag(layer2NK)];

66

fid = fopen('layer2NK imag.dat','w');

67

fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',N);

68

fclose(fid);

69

P=[lambda;real(n1)];

70

fid = fopen('nVO2 real.dat','w');

71

fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',P);

72

fclose(fid);

73

Q=[lambda;imag(n1)];

74

fid = fopen('nVO2 imag.dat','w');

75

fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',Q);

76

fclose(fid);

77

e1 real=real(e1);

78

e1 imag=imag(e1);
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C

Transfer Matrix codes to calculate Fresnel coefficients of a multilayered structure

1

2

clear all;

3

4

global lambda index nair width;

5

6

%layer2NK F = importdata('VO2 index PreMIT Woollam.txt');

7

layer2NK F = importdata('VO2onAl2O3 index postMIT Woolam.txt');

8

%layer1NK F = importdata('Ag Palik.txt');

9

layer1NK F = importdata('TiO2 Palik NIR.txt');

10

lambda = 1100:1:1600;

11

12

% load and set indices

13

14

%layer1NK = 1.489*ones(1,length(lambda));

15

%layer2NK = 1.55*ones(1,length(lambda));

16

17

layer1NK = interp1(layer1NK F(:,1),layer1NK F(:,2),lambda,'spline')

18

+i*interp1(layer1NK F(:,1),layer1NK F(:,3),lambda, 'spline');

19

layer2NK = interp1(layer2NK F(:,1),layer2NK F(:,2),lambda,'spline')

20

+i*interp1(layer2NK F(:,1),layer2NK F(:,3),lambda, 'spline');

21

22

nair=1*ones(1,length(lambda));
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23

nsubs=1.50*ones(1,length(lambda));

24

25

nspacer = interp1(layer1NK F(:,1),layer1NK F(:,2),lambda,'spline')

26

+i*interp1(layer1NK F(:,1),layer1NK F(:,3),lambda, 'spline');

27

%%%% define structure %%%%

28

29

lspacer=10;%thickness of spacer

30

t2=25; %thickness of TiO2

31

t1=25;% Thickness of VO2

32

33

index(1,:)=nspacer;

34

width(1)=lspacer;

35

36

for k=2:11
if (mod(k,2)==0)

37

38

index(k,:)=layer2NK;

39

width(k)=t1;
else

40

index(k,:)=layer1NK;

41

width(k)=t2;

42

end

43

44

end

45

index = [index; nsubs];

46

clear nsubs;

47

clear nspacer;

48

49

%%%% start calculations %%%%
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50

51

%

angles = [0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80];

52

angles = [45];

53

54

for p=1:length(angles)
angle=angles(p)*pi/180;

55

56

57

%Lines 58,59 calls functions to calculate R, T, A for TE

58

%and TM polarizations

59

[R TE(p,:), T TE(p,:), A TE(p,:)] = multi layer TE(angle);

60

[R TM(p,:), T TM(p,:), A TM(p,:)] = multi layer TM(angle);

61

end

62

63

spectra(1,:,:) = [lambda;R TE];

64

spectra(2,:,:) = [lambda;T TE];

65

spectra(3,:,:) = [lambda;A TE];

66

spectra(4,:,:) = [lambda;R TM];

67

spectra(5,:,:) = [lambda;T TM];

68

spectra(6,:,:) = [lambda;A TM];

69

70

f format = '%6.2f';

71

for k = 1:length(angles)
f format = [f format, ' %12.8f'];

72

73

end

74

f format = [f format, '\n'];

75

76

mode id = ['TE'; 'TM'];
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77

spec id = ['R'; 'T'; 'A'];

78

79

for k = 1:length(mode id)
for m = 1:length(spec id)

80

81

fid = fopen(['Spec ', mode id(k,:), ' ', spec id(m,:), '.dat'], 'w');

82

fprintf(fid, f format, spectra((k-1)*length(spec id)+m,:,:));

83

fclose(fid);
end

84

85

end

86

87

% fid = fopen('trans.dat','w');

88

%

89

% fclose(fid);

90

% % plot(lambda,[A TE]);

91

fid = fopen('trans.dat','w');

92

%

93

% fclose(fid);

94

%

95

% plot(lambda, [1/2*(T TE + T TM)]);

96

% legend(strcat(num2str(angles'), '\circ'));

fprintf(fid, f format ,[lambda; 1/2*(R TE + R TM)]);

fprintf(fid, f format ,[lambda; 1/2*(T TE + T TM)]);

97

98

plot(lambda,[R TE;R TM]);

99

legend([strcat(num2str(angles'), '\circ TE');

100

strcat(num2str(angles'), '\circ TM')]);

101

102

% plot(lambda,[R;T;A]);

103

% legend(strcat(num2str(angles'), '\circ'));
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104

105

% plotyy(lambda, real(layer1NK), lambda, imag(layer1NK));

106

% plotyy(lambda, real(layer2NK), lambda, imag(layer2NK));

C.1

MATLAB function to calculate Fresnel co-efficients for TE
polarization

1

function [R, T, A] = multi layer TE(angle)

2

3

global lambda index nair width;

4

5

% from air to first layer

6

7

qj=nair*cos(angle);

8

9

qk=sqrt(index(1,:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)*(sin(angle))ˆ2);

10

rjk=(qj-qk)./(qj+qk);

11

tjk=2*qj./(qj+qk);

12

13

S(1,1,:)=1./tjk;

14

S(1,2,:)=rjk./tjk;

15

S(2,1,:)=S(1,2,:);

16

S(2,2,:)=S(1,1,:);

17

18

% all other layers
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19

20

for j=1:length(width)

21

22

qj=sqrt(index(j,:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)*(sin(angle))ˆ2);

23

qk=sqrt(index(j+1,:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)*(sin(angle))ˆ2);

24

bj=2*pi*qj./lambda;

25

26

27

Lj(1,1,:)=exp(-i*bj.*width(j));

28

Lj(1,2,:)=0;

29

Lj(2,1,:)=0;

30

Lj(2,2,:)=exp(i*bj.*width(j));

31

32

rjk=(qj-qk)./(qj+qk);

33

tjk=2*qj./(qj+qk);

34

35

Ijk(1,1,:)=1./tjk;

36

Ijk(1,2,:)=rjk./tjk;

37

Ijk(2,1,:)=Ijk(1,2,:);

38

Ijk(2,2,:)=Ijk(1,1,:);

39

for k=1:length(lambda)

40

S(:,:,k)=S(:,:,k)*Lj(:,:,k)*Ijk(:,:,k);

41

end

42

43

end

44

45

R(1,:) = abs((S(2,1,:)./S(1,1,:))).ˆ2;
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46

T(1,:) = abs(1./S(1,1,:)).ˆ2;

47

T = T.*sqrt(index(size(index,1),:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)*(sin(angle))ˆ2)...

48

./sqrt(nair.ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)*(sin(angle))ˆ2);

49

50

A = 1-T-R;

C.2

MATLAB function to calculate Fresnel co-efficients for TM
polarization

1

function [R, T, A] = multi layer TM(angle)

2

3

global lambda index nair width;

4

5

% from air to first layer

6

7

qj=index(1,:)*cos(angle);

8

9

qk=nair./index(1,:).*sqrt(index(1,:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)*(sin(angle))ˆ2);

10

rjk=(qj-qk)./(qj+qk);

11

tjk=2*nair./index(1,:).*qj./(qj+qk);

12

13

S(1,1,:)=1./tjk;

14

S(1,2,:)=rjk./tjk;

15

S(2,1,:)=S(1,2,:);

16

S(2,2,:)=S(1,1,:);
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17

18

% all other layers

19

20

for j=1:length(width)

21

22

qj=index(j+1,:)./index(j,:).*sqrt(index(j,:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)*(sin(angle))ˆ2);

23

qk=index(j,:)./index(j+1,:).*sqrt(index(j+1,:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)*(sin(angle))ˆ2);

24

bj=2*pi*index(j,:)./index(j+1,:).*qj./lambda;

25

26

27

Lj(1,1,:)=exp(-i*bj.*width(j));

28

Lj(1,2,:)=0;

29

Lj(2,1,:)=0;

30

Lj(2,2,:)=exp(i*bj.*width(j));

31

32

rjk=(qj-qk)./(qj+qk);

33

tjk=2*index(j,:)./index(j+1,:).*qj./(qj+qk);

34

35

Ijk(1,1,:)=1./tjk;

36

Ijk(1,2,:)=rjk./tjk;

37

Ijk(2,1,:)=Ijk(1,2,:);

38

Ijk(2,2,:)=Ijk(1,1,:);

39

for k=1:length(lambda)

40

S(:,:,k)=S(:,:,k)*Lj(:,:,k)*Ijk(:,:,k);

41

end

42

43

end
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44

45

R(1,:) = abs((S(2,1,:)./S(1,1,:))).ˆ2;

46

T(1,:) = abs(1./S(1,1,:)).ˆ2;

47

T = T.*sqrt(index(size(index,1),:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)*(sin(angle))ˆ2)...
./sqrt(nair.ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)*(sin(angle))ˆ2);

48

49

%

trans = [lambda;R]

50

51

A = 1-T-R;
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